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Improving the aerodynamic characteristics of an airplane wi th 
respect to a higher lift coefficient, a lower drag coefficient 
and a higher lift over drag ratio as a function of angle of attack 
will make it more efficient, thus conserving energy or improving 
performance. Investigations were carried out to determine if the 
aerodynamic characteristics of biplane wing systems could be made 
more efficient, for low subsonic speeds, than a monoplane of 
comparable area and aspect ratio . A variable position 
three-dimensional biplane wing system, and a fuselage that could 
be fitted with a monoplane wing or the variable position biplane 
wing system were tested in the University of Missouri-Rolla 
5 
subsonic wind tunnel at a Reynolds number of 8.7 x 10 per foot. 
Lift, drag, and pitching moment characteristics of each 
configuration were investigated to determine the effect of 
changing the position of the biplane wings relative to each other 
and how the characteristics compared to those of the monoplane. 
All the biplane wings tested were shown to have a significant 
decrease in drag coefficient over the monoplane at a cruise 
condition. The maximum lift over drag ratios of the biplane wings 
tested were shown to be significantly higher than that of the 
monoplane. General trends of drag coefficient and maximum lift 
over drag ratio and how they vary with the relative position of 
the biplane wings to one another are presented and compared with 
the ~haractgr~atics of the monoplane . 
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The recent oil embargo against the United States by the Arab 
nations has given greater emphasis to the fact that the United 
States and the nations of the world in general are using up their 
oil reserves at an alarming rate. Conservation steps have been 
taken to reduce the amount of fuel used by the transportation 
segment of the economy. Examples are the 55 mile per hour national 
speed limit and regulations that allow a right turn on a red light 
after coming to a full stop. 
One of the fuel conserving transportation methods that is 
generally overlooked is general aviation light aircraft. From an 
amount of fuel used per passenger mile standpoint, the present 
light aircraft are as efficient, or in some cases more efficient, 
than the commercial airlines. For example, a Cessna Skyhawk (a 
single engine, fixed gear, four-place airplane) gets 17.0 miles 
per gallon, which makes 68.0 passenger miles per gallon. A Cessna 
Turbo-Centurion (a single engine, retractable gear, six-place 
airplane) gets 13.43 miles per gallon, which gives 80.58 passenger 
miles per gallon. This compares with a Boeing 707, 300B series, 
carrying l57 passengers and getting 0.26 miles per gallon, 
yielding 41.0 passenger miles per gallon. A McDonnell Douglas 
DC-lO carrying 255 passengers at 0.22 miles per gallon yields 
56.10 passenger miles per gallon. From these few examples, it can 
easily be seen that the light airplane, at its reduced speed, is 
a more efficient method of transportation from an energy 
l 
consumption standpoint. 
Comparisons can also be made between the light aircraft and 
the automobile . A flight from Rolla, Missouri to Independence, 
Missouri is 155 miles, and the same trip by car is 220 miles by 
the best route. Comparing a Cessna Turbo-Centurion to a typical 
automobile, it can be shown that the airplane will use 11 . 5 gallons 
of fuel, while the automobile (assuming 15 miles Rer gallon as 
typical) will use 14 . 7 gallons . In addition, the airplane takes 
45 minutes, while the automobile takes 4 hours minimum with the 
55 mile per hour speed limit. 
These fuel savings essentially come from the fact that an 
airplane does not have to travel along a road and therefore does 
not have to fly as far as an automobile has to drive . An 
airplane would not usually be used on very short trips-- 50 to 
100 miles- -where an automobile would be far more practical. Nor 
would a light airplane be practical from Denver to St. Louis 
because the airlines are so much faster. But there are many 
trips where a light airplane is best because of fuel savings and 
time savings. Also, the light airplane can save time because the 
flight can be made direct without lay-overs at intermediate 
airports, as with the commercial airlines. 
Light airplanes can potentially play a very important role 
in the transportation area . It is the challenge of the general 
aviation industry to improve the efficiency of their products to 
insure their continued role in the transportation spect~. This 
can be done by either reducing the fuel consumption for the same 
2 
performance and payload capacity, by increasing the airplane 
efficiency and therefore the speed at the same fuel consumption, 
or by increasing the payload capacity for the same fuel 
consumption. 
These factors can be achieved by improving the efficiency 
of the engine, by reducing the structural weight of the airplane, 
by reducing the aerodynamic drag of the airplane, and by increasing 
the aerodynamic lift of the airplane. Earlier research on a limited 
basis indicates that proper placement of biplane wings with respect 
to each other can result in improved aerodynamic characteristics 
over those of a monoplane of similar lift capability. It is the 
purpose of this research to study this area in greater detail. 
3 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1 In 1936 M. Nenadovitch repo rted on aerodynamic charac teristic s 
of two - dimensional biplane c on figuratio ns . Nenadovitch varied the 
gap (Ga) , the distance one wing is above the o ther (measured in % of 
c ho rd length o r (gap dist ance)/( cho rd length), the distanc e the upper 
wing is ahead, positive, or behind, negative, the l ower wing measured 
in % o f chord length or distance/chord length, c alled stagger (St) , 
and decalage angle (De) , the angle between the cho r d lines of the 
upper and l ower wings, where decalage angle is negative when the 
upper wing is at a lower angle o f attack than the l ower wing. At a 
gap o f one chord length, a stagger o f one c hord length and a 
decalage angle of - 6 degrees, Nenadovitc h f ound a substantial 
reduction in drag due to the biplane c onfiguration. His results 
were f o r identical symmetrical air f oils with infinite aspect ratios . 
His dec alage angle variations were ±1 , ±3 , and 0 degrees, his gap 
variatio ns were 1/3 , l/2, 2/3 , 1 and 3/2 the cho rd length, and his 
stagger variations were ±1, ±l/2, and 0 the chord length , except 
at a decalage angle o f 0 degrees where he also ran staggers of 
±3/4 and ±l /4 the chord length . 
F . H. No rto n 2 , in 1918, co nducted s o me three-dimensional 
nonsymmetrical biplane airfoil tests . He c oncluded that the 
maximum aerodynamic effic iency is achieved at the highest possible 
degree of stagger. His airfoil sections were USA 15 f o r the upper 
and RAF 15 for the lower, which are airfoils of similar properties. 
Norton repofted that previous tests had shown that the individual 
properties of the wings nave little influence on the biplane 
characteristics . 
He also concluded that a positive stagger greatly restricts 
the center of pressure travel, thus simplifying the problem of 
stability. He varied only the stagger from ±100% to 0% of the 
chord length in 25% increments while holding the gap constant at 
one chord length and decalage constant at 0 degrees . 
Knight and Noyes in 1929 3 ' 4 ' 5 , i n three-dimensional 
nonsymmetrical airfoil tests, concluded that increasing the stagger 
in the positive direction or increasing the gap tends to equal ize 
the loads on the two wings and also increases the normal force 
coefficient of the biplane cell. Their data indicate that changes 
in the decalage angle from 0 degrees generally reduces the maximum 
lift coefficient when the gap is one chord length and the stagger 
is zero. They tested various combinations of gap stagger, and 
decalage angle, using Clark Y airfoils, but they did not vary 
stagger, and decalage angle enough and in the proper combinations 
to establish a general trend toward the low drag point that 
Nenadovitch found two-dimensionally. 
None of the previous investigators made any d i rect c omparison 
of the biplane characteristics with those of a comparable monoplane. 
More work needs to be done by establish general trends of 
three-dimensional biplane configurations at various positions of 
gap, stagger and decalage angle , and the quantitative effectiveness 
of the configurations over the monoplane. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH 
It is the purpose of this investigation to study the effect of 
improving the aerodynamic characteristics of an airplane by proper 
orientation of a biplane wing system. Specifically, this 
investigation will: 
l. Investigate the aerodynamic characteristics of a 
three-dimensional biplane cell , using nonsymmetrical 
airfoils, by varying the gap, stagger and decalage angle 
around Nenadovitch's best point. The application of 
these findings will establish quantitative aerodynamic 
characteristic trends for three-dimensional biplane 
cell wings as was done earlier for two-dimensional ones. 
2. Establish maximum lift coefficient, maximum lift over 
drag, and drag coefficient at a cruise angle of attack, 
as a function of gap, stagger, and decalage angle. 
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IV. MODEL DESCRIPTION, INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE 
Models used in the tests were constructed o f steel , b rass , 
aluminum, cast epoxy, basswood, balsawood, and f i ber tubing. The 
wings shown in Figure 1 , 2, and 3 were shaped from basswood. Wing 
contours conformed to the NACA 2412 template to within 0.010 inch 
(the 2412 section was chosen due to its ease of shaping for the 
author ). I t was dec i ded to compare wings of simi l a r efficiency 
and lift capability, thus the wi ng systems were chosen to have 
approximately the same aspect ratios and the same areas. By having 
the aspect ratios of the two wing systems approximately the same , 
the i nduced drag of both wing systems would be of t he same order . 
Making the monoplane wing with a 6 l/2 inch chord a nd a 30 inch 
span (area equaling 195 square inches) and the biplane wings wi th 
a 4 inch chord and a 24 l/2 inch span (total area of 196 square 
inches) would yield an aspect ratio of 4.62 and an equivalent 
monoplane aspect ratio of 3.96 r especti vely. The equivalent 
monoplane aspect ratio is calculated from the following expression: 
where 
6 E .M.A.R. 
b 2 2 2 l ~ (1 + r) 
s 2 2 
)..1 + 2o~r + r 
bl span o f upper wing 
(J from Figure 1 0.106 

















Figure 3. Biplane wing system mounted on force balance. 
...... 
0 
attached by adjustable "N" struts made o f streaml ine a l uminum 
tub ing , steel and epoxy, see Figure 3, which a llowed the position 
o f the wings relative of each o ther to be changed. Fairing o f the 
" N" strut mounts to the struts and wings with p lasticine was done 
and the inletted areas on the wings where the mo unts were fastened 
were filled in with the same material . The l ower wing was a ttached 
to t he balance by means of a mount made o f steel tubi ng , the mount 
and balance attachment being made aerodynamically clean by a 
fairing made o f c ylindric al resin impregnated fiber tubing, and a 
balsa nose c one and boat tail , see Figure 3 . Plasticine was used 
t o f illet the j o i nt between the wing and cylindrical fairing. 
The fusel age as shown in Figures 1 and 2 was constructed with 
a s teel framework, to which t he wings and balance were attached . 
~his framework was c overed with balsa wood and resin impregnated 
fiber tubing, then carved and sanded to the final s hape. All t he 
wood surfaces were finished with the proper paint f or each type 
o f wood. 
Pito t pressure measurements i n the test section area indicated 
that t he velocity did not vary by more than ±1 . 5% in the vicinity 
of the model e xcept in the tunne l wall boundary layer , wh i ch ended 
approximately 4 inches from the wall . The balance sys tem was found 
to be accurate t o ±0 . 0 35 pound for axial f o rce , ±0. 79 pound f o r 
normal f orce , and ±2 . 15 inch pounds for pitching moment . 
Experimentatio n cons isted o f testing a set o f biplane wings 
shown in Figure 3 a t various combinations of gap, stagger , and 
decalage angle. The fuselage was then tested first with a monoplane 
11 
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wing, and finally with the biplane wings attached. For both the wings 
by themselves and the fuselage with both sets of wings the test was 
begun by starting the wind tunnel and bringing it up to speed and 
then, due to the nature of the model support system, starting at an 
angle of attack of 20 degrees and working toward -6 degrees in 2 degree 
increments. For each angle of attack, normal, axial, and pitching 
force measurements were read along with the temperature of the air in 
the test section. Data obtained was then reduced in three computer 
programs (see Appendices C, D, E) which took into account the 
contribution of the balance and mount fairing for the tests of the 
wings by themselves and the effects of the test section boundaries 
on the results for both phases of testing (see Appendix B) . 
With a human error of reading the recorder of ±0 . 01 millivolts 
and the previously stated error in the electronic equipment, the 
resulting error for lift coefficient and moment coefficient can be 
found to be ±9% for low angles of attack and ±2% for high angles 
of attack. The error for drag coefficient was ±4.5% for low angles 
of attack , and ±2.6% for high angles of attack . Lift over drag 
error at low and high angles of attack were ±9% and ±2% respectively. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
From the first phase o f testing with just the wings, the results 
were not as good for decalage angles of -4 degrees and -8 degrees 
as f or the angles between -4 and -8 degrees. Figure 4 summarizes 
the typical results as a function of decalage angle. Typically the 
lift coefficient was not as high, t he drag coefficient at a cruise 
angle of attack of 2 degrees was usually higher , and the lift over 
drag was generally lower than at the angles of -5, -6, and -7 degrees. 
Therefore, all experiments for the second phase o f testing occurred 
at dec alage angles of -5, -6, and -7 degrees. Since the design of 
the model allowed ease in changing stagger and gap, the stagger and 
gap were varied as much as the physical constraints of the model 
would allow. These variations were staggers of 0.875, 1 .0, and 
1.125 of the chord length respectively , and gaps of 0.777, 0.875, 
and 1.0 of the chord length respectively. 
The results of the second phase of the tests with the fuselage, 
showed that there was a reduction in the drag coefficient o f the 
monoplane wing f or all positions of gap, stagger, and decalage 
angles tested . Figures 5 and 6 are a summary of drag c oeff i cient 
at a lift coefficient of 0.175 for the b iplane configuration at 
various gaps, staggers, and angles of decalage. Generally, as 
decalage angle decreases to -5 degrees, drag c oefficient decreases . 
This change is more apparent for a gap of 1.0 than for 0.875. With 
the exception of isolated cases, increasing stagger generally tends 
2 
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Figure 4. Summary of aerodynamic characteristics of 
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Figure 5. Maximum efficiency trend of c0 at CL = 0.175 with 
respect o ~calage angle for biplane configurations tested. 
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Figure 6. Maximum efficiency trend of c0 a t C~ = 0 . 175 with 
respect to stagger for biplane con f 1gurations tested. 
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1918. As a whol e, configurations with a gap of 1.0 have a lower 
drag coefficient than ones with a gap 0.875. Lift over drag 
increases also occurred for the biplane wings over the monoplane 
results for all the configurations tested . Figures 7 and 8 are a 
compilation of lift over drag for the biplane configurations over 
the range of test conditions . Increasing decalage angle generally 
decreased the lift over drag , with the largest decreases occurring 
for the configurations with a gap of 1.0 . Lift over drag usually 
decreased when stagger was increased, with configurations with a 
gap of 1.0 having the highest numerical value. Generally, 
decreasing decalage angle toward -5 degrees improves both drag 
coefficient and lift over drag. Insufficient runs were made to 
establish further trends for gap . For all cases of the biplane 
configuration tested , the maximum lift coefficient was not as high 
for the biplane as for the monoplane (see Appendix G) . Figures 9, 
10, 11 , and 1 2 i l lustrate lift coefficient, drag coefficient and 
lift over drag for three selected biplane configurations and the 
monoplane . These results have the same general behavior of all of 
the configurations tested and follow the same general pattern of 
established airfoil section data . This similarity is in the curve 
shapes and general magnitudes of the coefficients. 
Table I is a summary of the data for three aerodynamically 
efficient biplane wing systems. Case I has the lowest aerodynamic 
drag coefficient characteristics for the biplane cells tested . 
Case II has the highest aerodynamic lift over drag characteristics, 
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Figure 7. Maximum efficiency trend of L/D with respect to 
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Figure 8. Maximum efficiency trend of L/D with respect to 
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Figure 9. Aerodyanmic characteristics of a monoplane 
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Figure 10. Aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane wing and 
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Figure 11. Aerodynamic characteristics of a b i plane wing and 
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Figure 12. Aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane wing and 
fuselage system wi th Ga = 0 . 875 , St = 1 . 0, and De : -6°. 
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Table I . Summary of Aerodynamic Characteristics for Three Biplane Wing 
Systems and Their Comparison with the Monoplane. 
Configuration L/D llL/D% CD C = 
.175 8C % c 1 max 6C % max L D L 
Monoplane 8 . 988 0 0.028 0 0.943 0 
Biplane 10.49 +16.7% 0 . 021 -25% 0. 722 -23.4% 
Case I 
Ga = 1.0 
St = 0.875 
De = -6° 
Biplane 11.788 +31.2% 0. 022 - 21 . 4% 0.734 -22.2% 
Case II 
Ga = 1.0 
St = 0.875 
De = -so 
Biplane 10.449 +16 . 3% 0. 024 -14.3% 0 . 840 -10.6% 
Case III 
Ga = 0 . 875 
St = 1.0 
De = -60 
Case III has aerodynamic characteristics which are a blend of high 
maximum lift coefficient, high lift over drag, and low drag 
coefficient. The biplane configuration of Case I illustrates that 
a 25% reduction in drag coefficient and a 16.7% increase in lift 
over drag are realized over the monoplane . For Case II a 21 . 4% 
reduction in drag coefficient and a 31 . 2% increase in lift over 
drag was obtained over the monoplane. A 14.3% reduction in drag 
coefficient and d 16.3% increase in lift over drag for Case III was 
realized over the monoplane . 
Figure 13 is the moment coefficient data for the monoplane and 
fuselage (moment taken about the wing quarter chord) and for one 
of the biplane configurations and fuselage (moment taken about the 
quarter chord of the lower wing). A large increase in slope, 
negatively, of the curve was realized for the biplane configuration 
over the monoplane (both used the same tail surfaces) . This 
increase in slope, negatively, is highly desirable from a stability 
standpoint. The improvement in moment characteristics of the 
biplane wing-fuselage system was mainly due to the biplane wings 
themselves. Possible improvement of tail surface effectiveness, 
due to a marked decrease in tail surface flutter with the biplane 
wings as opposed to the monoplane wing, may also have tended to 
improve the moment characteristics. 
Although these results follow the general patterns of 
established airfoil sections, the magnitudes cannot be taken to be 
representative of a biplane cell made with the new class of high 
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Figure 13. Moment Coefficient comparison between a monoplane and a 
biplane with Ga = 1.0, St = 0 . 875, and De = -5°. 
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determine the effect of flaps, slots, and other high lift devices 
on the biplane characteristics for landing and take-off purposes. 
The increased biplane drag efficiency could be utilized to 
increase the biplane wing area, and hence the payload capacity, 
until the same total drag level as the monoplane is reached, thus 
making a more energy efficient system. Increased lift over drag 
ratios of the biplane system coupled with the low drag could result 
in more efficient climb characteristics and efficient cruise 
characteristics, resulting in a more overall energy efficient 
aircraft with a high frequency of landings and take-offs. For 
applications where higher maximum lift coefficient than the previous 
configurations is important, the third configuration would still 
result in a substantial improvement in both drag and lift over 
drag characteristics. Improved moment characteristics of the 
biplane system would allow the use of smaller tail surfaces, thus 
decreasing the parasite drag of the system. 
The aerodynamic improvements found in this investigation 
would be most applicable to low speed, i.e. general aviation types 
of aircraft, where compressibility effects would be minimal. 
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VI . CONCLUSIONS 
Three-dimensional biplane wing tests at systematic wing 
orientations with respect to one another were conducted at a 
Reynolds number per foot of 8.7 x 105 and resulted in the following 
conclusions: 
1 . A substantial drag coefficient reduction of 25% was 
obtained for the most drag efficient biplane 
configuration over the monoplane at a typical cruise 
condition . 
2. A significant maximum lift over drag ratio increase 
for the biplane configuration was obtained 31.2% 
higher than the monoplane . At this wing configuration 
the biplane drag coefficient was 21.4% lower than the 
monoplane. 
3 . The most efficient overall biplane configuration 
increased lift over drag by 16.3%, reduced drag 
coefficient at a lift coefficient of 0.175 by 14 . 3% , 
and was 10 . 6% lower in maximum lift coefficient than 
the monoplane system. 
4. For the configurations tested, decreasing decalage 
angle toward -5 degrees decreased drag coefficient 
and increases lift over drag, and increasing stagger 
tends to decrease drag coefficient. 
5. Pitching moment characteristics of the biplane system 
were markedly improved over the monoplane system, i.e . , 
the slope of the moment c urve was more negative. 
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WIND TUNNEL DESCRIPTION 
33 
The UMR subsonic wind tunnel is a closed or open circuit single 
return wind tunnel (see Figure 14 of wind tunnel) . The test section 
is 4 feet by 3.66 feet by 11 feet long. It is constructed of 
plywood on the top and bottom, with plexiglass sides for 10 feet of 
its 11 feet length . A door is located in the tunnel at the 
downstream end of the test section for access to the model. There 
is a single screen in the settling chamber which with the high 
contraction ratio of 1 to 9 promotes low turbulence levels in the 
test section. 
The wind tunnel is powered by a 350 horsepower Caterpillar V-8 
diesel engine. A variable pitch axial flow fan manufactured by the 
Joy Fan Company is connected to the engine and transmission by 
means of a long drive shaft and multiple Vee belts. The tunnel has 
a maximum velocity capability of 300 feet per second . Intermediate 
velocity ranges can be achieved by manually varying the fan blade 
pitch . At the present blade pitch the velocity range is from 
approximately 90 feet per second to 160 feet per second. 
The main component of the force balance system is a NASA 
designed and built strain gage sting balance that measures normal, 
axial and pitching forces, see Figure 15. This unit has an accuracy 
of ± .74 pound for normal force, ± .033 pound for axial force, and 
±2.04 inch pound for pitching moment. It is mounted in the tunnel 
by means of a parallelogram linkage, shown in Figure 16. The model 
is mounted to the balance by means of steel tubing inside of the 
model (see Figure 17). The three independent strain gage bridges 
are connected to a Budd SB-1 switching unit, from there to a 
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Figure 14 . Schematic of UMR subsonic wind tunnel. 
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BLH SR-4 strain gage indicator (±1% accuracy) , and then to an 
Easterline Angus Speed Servo Strip chart recorder (± .5% full scale 
accu racy). The total system , when tested, had an accuracy of 
±.035 pound for axial force, ±.79 pound for normal force, and for 
pitching moment ±2.15 inch pounds . The angle of attack was 
measured by means of a Scientific Instruments optical 
cathetometer focused on a reference line on the model. The angle 
of attack could be read to within ± . 25 degree. 
The velocity was measured by means of an Airflow Developments 
Limited 36 tube tilting water manometer and pitot static tube 
mounted in the tunnel . The water column height could be read to 
within . OS inches . The air temperature in the test section was 
measured with an Alnor Low Temperature Pyrometer type 2300 E. 




MODEL DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
In order to carry out the investigation, it was first 
necessary to build a model of the biplane wings, a pod to house the 
sting balance and to mount the wings on , a monoplane wing, and a 
fuselage . Since the shop facilities were not tooled up to build 
wind tunnel models, the construction was done by hand by the author 
with a few machined parts made in the UMR machine shop. Wings 
shown in Figures 18 and 19, were shaped out of basswood because of 
its strength and ease of shaping , wing surfaces conformed to the 
NACA 2412 template to within 0 . 010 inch (the 2412 section was 
chosen due to its ease of shaping for the author). It was decided 
to compare wings of similar efficiency and lift capability, thus 
the wing systems were chosen to have approximately the same aspect 
ratios and the same area. By making the monoplane wing with a 
6 . 5 inch chord and a 30 inch span (area equaling 195 square 
inches) and the biplane wings with a 4 inch chord and a 24.5 inch 
span each (total area of 196 square inches) this would yield an 
aspect ratio of 4.62 and an equivalent monoplane aspect ratio of 
3.96 respectively. 
The biplane wings were attached with adjustable "N" struts, 
see Figures 20 and 21, that would allow the position of the wings 
relative to each other to be changed . The struts were made out of 
streamline aluminum tubing with a threaded epoxy center that the 
threaded rod could fit in, such that the rod and tubing comprised 
a strut that was adjustable by screwing the rod in and out. 
Fairing of the threaded rod was accomplished by means of some 
larger st~eamline aluminum tubing that went over the rod and part 
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of the other streamline tubing section. Plasticine was used to 
fa ir the struts to the brass mounts . The biplane wings were 
attached to the balance by means of a piece of 1 . 75 inch I.D . 
steel tubing to which flat pieces of steel strap stock were 
welded i n order that the lower wing could be fastened securely to 
t he tubing . Machine screws were used to fasten the balance, whic h 
mounted inside the tubing . Resin impregnated fiber tubing, a balsa 
nosecone and a balsa boat tail served to streamline the balance 
and mount , see Figure 22. Plasticine was used to f i llet the joi nt 
between the fiber tubing and the wing . 
In order for the fuselage to be strong enough for the wings 
and balance to be mounted to it , it was necessary to build an inner 
framework out of steel (see Figure 23) . This was built out of 
1/8 inch steel rod, l/8 inch th i ck s teel plate, and steel tubing 
similar t o that used in the mount f o r the biplane wings. The 
entire framework was covered with balsawood and carved and sanded 
to the desired shape . Resin impregnated fiber tubi ng and balsawood 
c omprised the empennage of the fuselage , and the tail surface were 
made of 3/16 inch thic k extra hard balsawood and fastened wit h 
epoxy to the tubing. 
The lower wings of the biplane set and monoplane wing were 
mounted in a similar manner by u s ing a filler block made o f wood 
and Plastic Wood for the monoplane wing and of styrofoam , nylon 
clo th, fiberglass cloth, and epoxy for the lower biplane wing . 
Mounting of the upper biplane wing to the fuselage was accomplished 








through spars (see Figure 24) . This arrangement provided ease in 
changing the upper wing position. The wings were painted with 
epoxy paint for strength and then sanded smooth, and all the balsa 
surfaces were filled with balsa fillercoat and sanding sealer and 
were painted with airplane dope. 
Pitot surveys were made of the test section to determine the 
velocity profile both laterally and longitudinally. Results of 
this test can be found in Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 25 through 28 . 
The velocity profile is quite flat, having a maximum variation of 
±2 feet per second everywhere up to two or three inches from the 
walls. 
Calibration of the strain gage balance was executed by 
stacking weights on the test block that was mounted on the balance . 
Axial force was calibrated through 48 pounds of its 50 pound range, 
normal force through 48 pounds of its 900 pound range, and pitching 
moment through 480 :: inch pounds of its 2000 inch pound range. 
Further calibration and verification testing revealed no detectable 
inconsistancies in the balance system. Since the balance was a 
model mounted balance, transformations were necessary to change the 
axial, and normal forces to lift and drag (pitching moment remained 
unchanged from model axis to the freestream axis) . These 
transformations are: 
Lift = Axial Force x sin ~ + Normal Force x cos ~ 
Drag = Axial Force x cos ~ + Normal Force x sin ~ 




















Table II . Velocity Distribution in the Vertical Transverse Plane of Test Section. 
Distance from Left Wall of Test Section in Inches 
3 . 0 6.0 10 . 0 14 . 0 18.0 21.5 27 . 0 30.0 34.0 38.0 42.0 
132.82 132 . 82 125.82 122 .19 135 . 35 125 . 82 123 . 10 104 . 19 108 .45 108 . 45 113 . 54 
142 . 67 142 .67 143.46 142 . 67 142.67 141.89 141.08 141.08 141.88 142.67 143.46 
142.67 144.25 144.25 141 . 08 143 . 46 142 . 67 142 .67 143.46 142.67 143.46 142.67 
141.88 142.46 143.46 142 . 67 142 . 67 141.88 142 . 67 143.46 141.88 142.67 143.46 
141.88 143 .46 143 . 46 142 . 67 142 . 67 142.67 142 . 67 143.46 141.88 142 . 67 143.46 
143.46 143.46 143.46 142.67 142 .67 141.88 143 . 46 143.46 142.67 142 . 67 142 .67 
142.67 142 .67 143.46 141.88 142 . 67 141.08 143.46 142 . 67 142.67 142.67 142 . 67 
141 . 88 142 . 67 141.88 141 . 88 141.88 140.28 141.88 142 . 67 142 . 67 143 . 46 141.88 
137 .80 140 . 28 140.28 137.84 134 . 51 132 . 82 139.47 140 .28 141.88 139.47 141.88 
46 . 0 
107.40 










Table III . Velocity Distribution in the Vertical Longitudinal Pl ane of Test Section. 
Distance Distance from Center of Test Section in Inches 
From Floor 
in Inches 35 . 0 30.0 25 .0 20.0 16 . 0 10.0 5.0 0. 0 -7.0 - 13 . 0 -23.0 
31 141.88 143 . 46 140 . 28 138.65 139.47 123.10 123.10 123 . 10 135.35 109.49 131.97 
28 144.25 145 . 81 144.25 145 .03 144 . 25 145 . 81 145 . 03 143 . 46 146.58 145.80 147.35 
24 145 .03 145 .81 145 .03 145.03 146.58 145.58 146 . 58 146.58 148.88 148.12 148.12 
20 144 . 25 145 . 81 145 . 03 144 .25 145.81 147.35 145.81 145.81 146 . 58 146 . 58 148 . 12 
16 145.03 145.81 145 . 03 144 . 25 146 . 58 146.58 144.25 145.81 146.58 144 .25 148 . 88 
12 145.03 145.03 144 . 25 144 . 25 145 . 81 145.81 145.03 145.81 146 .58 144.25 149 . 64 
8 145 .03 145.03 144 . 25 144.25 145 . 81 145 .81 145 .03 145.81 146.58 144.25 148 . 88 
4 144 . 25 144 . 25 143.46 143 . 46 144 . 25 145 . 81 144.24 145.81 145.03 144.25 148.12 
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Experimental runs were conducted with just the pod mounted on 
the bal ance . This was necessary in order to subtract the effect of 
the pod from the readings of the wings and pod together . Experiments 
were then conducted with the biplane wings together. Normal, axial , 
and pitch force readings were taken for each angle of attach 
ranging from -6 to 20 degrees in 2 degree increments. This was 
done for each configuration of the biplane wings . T\venty-five runs 
were made on the biplane wings and one run of the lower wing by 
itself . The raw data from these runs were reduced by a computer 
program (see Appendix C) . 
These programs , used for the wings only phase and fuselage 
phase, contained the following corrections to account for the 
tunnel-model interference . 
The airflow in the region of the model is i ncreased due to 
the presence of the model and its wake. The measured dynamic 
pressure must be corrected for that effect . The corrected dynamic 
pressure is: 
1 2 
qb 2 p v ( 1 + 2 € ) 
where p air density 
v velocity of air in test section 
blocking factor = € + € 
5 b ~..;rb 
wake blocking factor 
solid blocking factor 
The solid blocking correction accounts for the fact that the 
57 
model's presence in the test section reduces the area that the air 
must flow through and therefore increases the velocity . The solid 
blocking factor is: 
where c = cross sectional area of test section 
Kl and K2 from Figure 6:15
7 
T2 from Figure 6 : 16
7 
all are functions of model and 
test section geometry 
Wake blocking causes the velocity in the test section to be 
higher because of the slower moving air in the wake of the model . 
The wake blocking factor is: 
S wing area 
c test section cross section area 
c0 uncorrected drag coefficient 
u 
Uncorrected lift coefficient is: 
The angle of attack corrected for blockage effects and 
alteration of downwash due to the test section boundaries is: 
a uncorrected angle of attack 
n 
f . 7 T 2 rom F~gure 6:54 
o from Figure 6:327 
Functions of model and test section geometry 
The lift coefficient corrected for blockage effects and 
alteration of the downwash is: 
The corrected drag coefficient is: 
Drag - t.DB 
---------- + c ~ c 2 C L 
Where t.DB is the buoyancy force due to the static pressure 
gradient acting upon the wing and body. 
t.DB = - 1f A t 3 dP (Volume of body) 
4 3 dR. 
7 




is function of model geometry 
thickness of body 
static pressure gradient in test 
section without presence of model 
The pitching moment coefficient corrected for blockage and 
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downwash alteration is : 
C = Pitching moment + 25 0 ~ C a 
m qbsc . T2 c L 
c = wing chord 
a slope of CL curve 
With the corrected data out of the computer, a determination 
of where to begin on the fuselage testing was made . At this point 
the plates that were used to change the biplane wing configuration, 
as shown in Figure 24, could be made . The fuselage was then 
installed in the wind tunnel and experimental runs were made with 
and without the 6.5 inch chord monoplane wing. Then the lower 
biplane was installed and data was taken with it. Finally the 
upper biplane wing was installed and 21 runs were made with the 
biplane wings at different positions. This data was then reduced 
in the computer program (see Appendix D) and the results compared. 
After a determination of which runs were the best, the slope of 
the coefficient of lift curve was found for each experimental angle 
of attack and along with information from the computer program the 
moment coefficient calculations were made by another program (see 
Appendix E) . 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USED TO REDUCE DATA FOR 















O!MEN~IO~ ALPHA(14), ALPHAU(l4t,AXIAL(141,FNORML(14), 
1 P! T C ti ( 14 J , JR A G ( 14 ) , F L I FTC 14) , A GR A V ( 14 J , C L ( 14 J , CD ( 14) , 
2C M ( 1 ~ J , t> tJ { AG ( 14 t , P L I FT ( 14 J , P PITCH ( 14 J , T E ( 14) , DENS ( 14) 
.J,IIEL( 1•• , ,;LCD( 14),CL" .. (60t rLDM(60J,CDJ(60JrGAPX(60t,ST 
4AG X ( v l.J t , J t:CL X ( 6 0), AM SSG ( 8 0 t, GA ( 10) , SA ( 10 t , DE ( 10 t , I F ( 1 




~EAO (5,~85) (GA(K),$A(K),OE(K),IF(K),KzL,5) 
985 FuRMAT (iFb.3,15) 
EPS=.J1 
100 KEAu (j, jb9) AMSSG 
569 FJRMAT ( 3 JA 1) 
KEAD (j,4) A,X,PT,PS,PREF,LAMB3,T,OPDL,K1,TAU1,K3,C,S 
1r~V~Lr311JL,TAU2,DELTA,PRES,CHORD,GAP,STAG,DECL 
4 FuRMAT (>E13.b) 
570 FLJRMAT ( l(,//,8CA1,//t 
!F (X.~T.2) GO TO 5 
READ (j,l) (ALPHAU(l),AGRAV(It, 1=1,14) 
1 FuRMAT(Fi.O,F5.2t 
tJLJ 2 I=lr14 
C CHAI~GES THE EFFECT OF THE GRAVITY ON THE MODEL FROM 









2 CLNTI :~JE 
5 READ (j,j) (AXIALCI),fNORML(It,PITCHCit,TECI t,I=1rl4t 
3 FJRMAT (~X,4F6.2) 
RtAO (j,.lj6) CON 
156 FORMAT (Fl0.2) 
Ju 6 I=lrl4 
C CLNVE~TS 'XIAL, NORMAL, PITCHING MOMENT TO POUNDS 










1PHAU( I j/:)7.3) 
FLIFf(!)s~XIAL(IJ*SIN(ALPHAUCI)/57.3)+FNORML(I)*COS(A 
1 L P HA l.Jl TTl :> 7 • 3 ) 
C FOK Puu JN~Y DATA 
c 
c 
lF (A.;f.l) GiJ TO 6 
P D KA ~ ( L ) s J R A G ( I ) 
PL lFT( I) .2 FLIFTC I) 
PP1TCrl(l)sPITCHCIJ 
6 ~L 1'4T 1 ~JE 
IF (A.L..f.l) Gll TO 100 
c 






1.)0 7 Isl,14 
IF ( TE ( 1) .t;T .0.0) GO TO 200 
DENS (I) :::aJ .~023 3 








Cl.lU= ( t) ~A.; ( I ) -P DRAG (I ) ) I ( OU*S) 





EP S= tS th· cWB 
~d=QJ~(l.J+2.0*EPSJ 
CLP=C FLI FTC I )-PLIFTI I))/ ( QB*S) 
ALPHA( I) sALPHAUCI )+( L.O+TAU2)*0ELTA*(S/C)*CLP*57.3 
~LCuK= (l.O-TAU2 *DELTA*CS/CJ*(l/57.3J*ALPHA(l)) 





C{;O•OR \G( 1 )/ ( QU*S) 
7 CLNTI '~JE 
wR 1 T E ( 6 t S 86) 
986 FORMAT (6X,'******! CARDS FOR MOMENT CALC HAVE BEEN ' 
c 
1,' t>U .~C dl t) **** •) 
IIIK.H E (7, So9t AMSSG 
wKl Tc (~,987) ~8,S,CHORD,TAU2,DELTA,S,C 
wK.ITt ( 7, 987) QB,S,CHORO,TAU2,DELTA,S,C 
987 FJ~MAT (j t 13.6) 
DU 9~J I=1,14 
63 
1'4tdTc ( 7 ,<;86) ALPHA( I) rCLC 1) ,PITCH( I) ,PPI TCHC 1) ,FNORM 
lL( U ,_.XIAL<l) 
1'4K.ITE (o,9d8) ALPHA(l),Cl(I),PITCHCI),PPITCH(It,FNORM 
1L ( I) ,...L< I A L ( 1) 
98 8 FU RMA f ( ~ E 13. 6) 
99 0 CL NT .L ~ J E 
989 OU b J i=lrl4 





20 l..L NJ I ·'4JE 
~kiT E C>r370) AMSS G 
wkiTc <>rl2t GAP, STAG ,O EC L 
12 FURMAf ('l'r2Xr'GAP=',F5.2,2X,'STAGGER= 1 1 F5.2,2X 1 ' DE ' 
1,'CALAjE='rF5.2) 
oJU lv L: l , 14 
CLCO(I):CL(lt/CDCI) 
1'4R IT E C ~, 11) ALPHA (I), Cl (I), CO (I), CLCDC It 
11 FJRMAT ( //, lXr 'ALPHA=' ,F5.2r2X,'CL::' ,F6.3r2X,'C0-=' 1 F6 
l.J,2Xr'L/D='rF7.3) 
10CUNTI~JE 
wRITE ( ,,J~) 
89 FU~MAT ('l') 
~L .. X=~L ( l I 
uU l j 7 1 = 2 , l 4 
!F (CL.CU. GT. C LMX) CLMX=CLCit 
151 CL 1H 1 ~ Jt: 
JU ojj 1.21,14 
iF (~L(IJ. GT.O.l75) GU TO 856 
85 5 CLNT! iJ c 
GJ f..J 7777 
856 AL=l..L({)-CL(I-1) 
Au= CJ ( L )-CDC I-ll 
ALD= J.lfj-CLCI-1) 
A C. 0= A 0 • ( ~ L 0 I A L t 
CUL ( J) -= C J( I-U +ACD 
7777 LuMX:CL.~l {l) 
01.) lj d 1 =2,14 


















J:o: J+ 1 
1 F C C.J 4. ; T. 0. 0 J GO T 0 30 3 
Gll TO 10 J 
303 oo 3v~ J =1 ,t>o 
wKITE(~,305J J,GAPX(JJ,STAGX(J),OECLX(J),CLM(JJ,LDM(J 
U ,CUJ(J) ,COL(J) 
30 5 FORMAT ( 1 X,' J =', 15, ' GAP.=',F6.3,' STAGGER 21 1 F6.3 
1, 1 JE.:ALAGE=',F6.3,' CLMAX=•,F7.3,' CL/CO MAX•' 
2 1 F7.J 1 ' CD(5)= 1 ,F7.3,' CDC.l75)=',F7.5t 
304 CL NT I.~ JE 
~R 1 T ~ ( :> , 4 J 1 ) 
491 FJRMAT ('1') 
00 4 d ·1 J = 1 '6 0 
wRITE (3,490t GAPX(J),STAGX(Jt,OECLX(J),COL(J),LOM(JI 
490 FOKMAT (//, 1 GAP=',F5.3,2X,•STAG=',F5.3,2X,'DECL•',F3. 
lO,lx,•:J= 1 ,F7.5,2X, 1 L/D='•F6.3) 
4 8 9 CL NT l . ~ J ~ 
wR I T E ( .> , b 78 ) 
6 4 
678 FJRMAT ( '1'•' ************************************' I 




COMPUTER PROGRAM USED TO REDUCE DATA FOR 
























OIME~~~t~ ALPHA(14), ALPHAUC14J,AXIALC14),FNORMLC14Je 






AA=3lJ . •J/4.~ 
J= 1 
READ (5,935) (GA(KJ,S4(K),DE(K),lFCKJ,K=lr5J 
985 FU~MAT (JFo.3,15J 
EPS=.Jl 
100 ~EAO ( j,j~ ·~J AMSSG 
569 FURMAT (:};JAl) 
~EAD (j,~) A,X,PT 1 PS,PREF,LAM83,T,OPDLfKl,TAUlrK3tCtS 
lrWVuLrd~JL,TAU2rDELTA,PRES,CHORO,GAP,STAG,DECL 
4 F~RMAT (jE13.6) 
570 FORM~T (l~r//,80Alr//) 
IF (X.iT.2J GO TO 5 
READ (j 1 1J (ALPHAUU ),AGRAV(I), I=lrl4) 
1 FuKMAf(F3.0rF5.2) 
CHANGE~ THE EFFECT OF THE GRAVITY ON THE MODEL FROM 
MlLIVOLT~ TJ POUNDS 
AGRA/(i)sAGRAV(l)*l•2 
2 CUNT I ··hJE 
5 REAO (j 1 3) (AXIALCIJ,FNORML(l),PITCHCII,TECI ),1=1,14) 
3 FOKMAT (6Xr4F6.2J 
REAL> ( j, ljo) CON 
156 FJRM~T (FliJ.2) 
OiJ o I = l. , 14 











L ._, H AU ( I J I 5 7 • 3 ) 
Fllff(l) 2AXIAL(l)*SINC~LPHAU(l)/57.3)+FNORML(l)*COSCA 
lLPHAI..l( L )/j7.3) 
C FuR Puu L 4Lf DATA 
c 
c 
lf (A. ;r.u GO TO 6 
._,uRA.;( {)a )~AG( I) 
PL If f ( I t: F L I F T ( I ) 
t>P I TCri C I ) :PI TC HC I J 
6 ~LNTiiJE 
IF (.-4.Lf. ,U GJ TO 100 
c 






00 7 Ial,l4 
1F ( TE C lJ .GT .0.0) GO TO 200 
utNSC I J 2 J .00233 
GO TJ lJl 
200 ut:N~CI Jz(t>RES*70.73)/(53.3*(460.0+TECJ)J*32.2t 
201 VELCIJ=jJ~TllPS-PTt*0.03613*288.0/DENSCIJJ 
C CALCULATe$ Q 
c 
J U = 0 • j • .) 2 l'ol ~ C I ) * ( V E l C I J * * 2 • 0 J 
CDU=(DR\~(I) J/COU*S) 
c 








A1.. PHA ( It =ALP HAU (I J + ( 1. 0+ T AU2) *DElTA* ( S/C t *CL P*5 7.3 
CL~u~z (l.O-TAU2 *DELTA*CS/CJ*(l/57.3)*ALPHA(I)J 
CL(l) 2 ~LP•CLCOR 
OELDd=-J.l4159/4.0*LAMB3*T**3.0*DPDL*BVOl 
~U(IJ=(u~AGliJ -DELDBJ/(OB*SJ+DELTA*CS/C)*CCL 
l ( i. J * CL ( 1 ) ) 
CLL=FLIFTCIJ/(QU*S) 
CuO=J~A;CI t/COU*S) 
7 COt'l!T I 'lluE 
-'R I T E ( > , ~ 8 6 ) 
~86 FORMAT CoX,'******* CARDS FOR MOMENT CALC HAVE BEEN ' 
c 
l,'PU•iCHED ****') 
~~!T~ (7,56~) AMSSG 
~RITE (~,9d7) Q~,S,CHOKO,TAU2,DELTA,S,C 
WKITE (7,987) Q~,S,CHORO,TAU2,DELTA,S,C 
9d7 FuRMAT (5ElJ.o) 
OJ 99J I=l,14 
68 
wRITE (7,~dS) ALPHACI),CL(J),PITCH(J),PPITCHU),FNORM 
1 L ( I I , 1\ .( 1 1\L ( I ) 
wRITe (;:,,'138) ALPHA( It ,CL( l),PITCHCI ),PPITCHCI ),FNORM 
1L( I) ,~.(tAL( 1) 
988 FuRMAf (~E13.o) 
99 0 Cl r'H 1 '41 J E 
98 9 l>O L 0 1 = l , 14 





20 CUI'H 1 'iJt: 
wRITE (~,570) AMSSG 
WR11E (6,12) GAP, STAG,OECL 
l 2 FUR M A f ( 1 l 1 , 2 X , 1 GA P = ' , F 5 • 2 , 2 X, ' S T A GG E R a ' , F 5 • 2 , 2 X , ' DE 1 
1,'CAL..:.\.;E=' ,F5.2) 
ou Lv I =1, 14 
CLCO(lj=CL(J)/COCI) 
'~RITe (;:,,11) ALPHA(J ),CL(J J,CD{I J,CLCO(I) 
11 FuRMAT (//,LX, 1 ALPHA=',F5.2,2X,'CL=',F6.3,2X,'C0s',F6 
1.3,2X,'L./lJ=' ,F7.3) 
1 0 CC. ,·.n 1 'i JE 
I'IIK!TE ( >ttj9) 
8 9 F u t{M A f ( ' 1 1 ) 
CLMX=~L ( 1) 
Ou 157 I=l,14 
lF (~L(l).GT.CLMX) CLMX=CLCI) 
157 CLI''d 1 -4JE 
00 d::> j 1 = 1' 14 
I F ( ~ L ( U • G T • 0 • 1 7 5 ) GO T 0 8 56 
855 CL1'41T1 ... JE 
\70 ru 1111 
856 AL=Cl(IJ-CL(I-1) 
40-=C U ( I ) -C IJ C I -U 
ALO=u.17j-CLCI-l) 
AC iJ= A ) * ( ~L 0/ AL ) 
~OL(JI=CJ(l-l)+ACD 
7777 LOMX=:LCJ(l) 
uu 15 d 1 :s 2 ' l 4 
IF (~L.CJ(1).GT.LDMX) LDMX=CLCD(J) 
















OECLX( J)a tJECL 
J:z J+ 1 
69 
iF (CU i.~T.O.O) GO TO 303 
~u Tu lvJ 
303 00 3v4 J=lrbO 
~RITE(6,S05t J,GAPX(JJ,STAGX(J),DECLX(J),CLM(J),LDM(J 
1 ) , CO J ( J ) , COL ( J ) 
305 FORMAT ( lXr' J=' ,IS,' 
l, ' DC: .; AL AGE= ' , F6 • 3,' 
l.,F7.3, 1 CD(5)= 1 ,F7.3,' 
304 CLNTI ~\.JE 
wRITE C>r4~1) 
491 Fl.JKMAT ('1') 
DO 4&~ J=1,60 
GAP= 1 ,F6.3,• STAGGER=',F6.3 
CLMAX=' ,F7. 3,' CL/CO MAX=' 
CO( .175)= 1 ,F7.5) 
~RITE (~,~90) GAPX(J),STAGX(J),DECLX(J),COL(J),LOM(J) 
490 F~KM~T (// 1 1 GAP~ 1 ,F5.3,2X,'STAG=•,FS.3,2X, 1 0ECL•'•Fl. 
10, l.X, '.; .:> :z' , F 7. 5, 2X, ' l/ 0= ' , F 6. 3 ) 
489 CLNTI '~JE 
t~~R 1 T E ( o , C:.. 78 ) 
678 FORMAf ('l'•' ************************************' ' 




COMPUTER PROGRAM USED TO COMPUTE THE MOMENT 
COEFFICIENT FOR THE FUSELAGE PHASE OF TESTING 
70 
71 
$JOB ,T=lO,P=900 0 
c 
lHME iil L ~ ALPHAC14),CLC14),PITCHC14),PPITCH(l4),SLOPF 
L ( 14) , C 1( !'=t ) , F NOR ~L ( L 4) , AM SSG ( 8 0) , A X I A L ( 14) 
100 K.t:AU (3,1) ~~SSG 
Rt:AD ( ), 789) OIS,DISA 
789 FJR~~T (2F6.4) 
K.EAD (5,S a 7) QB,S,CHORD,TAU2,0ELTA,S,C 
987 FJRMAT C> E13.6 ) 
~E AD ( i , 988) ( AL P fiA( I) ,CL (I) ,PITCH (I), PPI TCH CI), FNORM 
1 L ( I) , ~.(I ;.\L ( I), I= 1, 14 l 
988 FJRMAr (> E13.6) 
1 FJR"1o\f( 30AU 
K.E AD ( j , 2) ( S L 0 P E ( I ) , I= 1 , 14) 
2 FORMAr (6 X,Fl0.5l 
OJ 21 1=1,14 
PIT:HCI)=(PITCHCil-DIS*FNQRML(l)+DISA*AXIAL(I) )/12.0 
21 CJNTI'IIJC: 
WRITE (>,4) A~SSG 
4 FJRM.\T ('1',//,80Al,///) 
OJ 3 1=1,14 
$LOPE( I) =SLOPE( I )*5.73 
CM(I)=((PITCH(I) )/(QB*S*CHORD))+0.25*TAU2*D 
LELTA*(S/C)*:LC I l* SL:'JPE<I ) 
W'JKITE (:;,, 5 ) ALPHACit,C~1( 1) 
5 FJR"1.c\T ( ·~X,• ALPHA= •,F7. 3 ,3X,' CM=',F6.3,//) 
3 CONT1'4J2 
Gi..l TJ 10J 
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VEL . = 138.t2 FEET/SEC 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK a DEGREES 
Figure 29. Ae r odynamic characteristics of a biplane wing 
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VEL. = 138 :t 2 FEET /SEC 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK a DEGREES 
Figure 30. Aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane wing 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK a DEGREES 
Figure 31. Aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane wing 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK a DEGREES 
Figure 32. Aer odynamic characteristics of a bipl ane wing 
system with Ga = 1 . 0, St = 1 .125, and De= -5°. 
76 
77 
GAP= 1.00 STAGGtK= l.l3 DECALAGE=-4.00 
A l PH A =- 6 • ~ ~ CL= - O.::S8o en= 0 . 049 L/r.= -7.()2'3 
ALPHA=-4.35 CL= - 0 . 2~3 CC= o . c,q L/ f.: -1. 2<;t 
ALPHA=-2 .1 8 C L -= -0.1~ 2 CD= 0 . 036 L/C-= -4.004 
ALPHA= 0 . 04 CL= u . uJ~ en= 0 . 0~3 I I r= 1.057 
ALPHA= 2 . 33 CL= J . 2oo CD= 0 . 044 L /f'.= 1.) . c ~ c:= 
ALPHA= 4 . ~3 CL= u.424 Cf":'= 0 .060 L/ r:= 7. COI5 
ALPHA= 6.o 6 l, l= l.). 5 ·i- '+ CD= C. 074 Lt r= 7.~7C 
ALPH A= d.d8 CL= 0 .71 £ CD= 0 . 096 L I C = 7.4':2 
ALPHA=l0 . 9~ Cl= J.l~O CD= 0 . 11 q L/ r:= 6.f:4~ 
ALPHA=l3.v7 CL= u.86L CD= 0 . 137 l/C= 6 . ?71 
ALPH A=l.5.12 CL= 0. 900 en= 0 . 177 L/ C= s . oct 
ALPHA=l7.u 7 <. L= o .do ~ CO= 0 . 232 L tr= 3 . 7 c f 
ALPhA=l9 . 0 7 CL= I). ~62 CO= o. ;os Ltr= 2 . O:?C: 
ALPHA=2l . O~ C.: L= J.8Ud en= ('I • _'3 3 '?- L/[= 2.4?.6 
78 
GAP= 1.00 STAGGER= l.lJ DECALAGE=-5.00 
ALPHA=-u.4t3 CL=-v . B 7 c f)::: o.o ?q L/ r = -6 . 5(-~ 
ALPHA=-4.4 2 C.L=-u . 3jS c 1)::: 0.033 L/ r =-1 0 . 20? 
AlPHA=-2.24 CL=-J.l -l:J CD= O. C2 7 L/C~ -7.10f 
ALPHA==-u.Od CL=-J . vvL c f).:= 0 . 0 19 L!r> _-:~ • ? ? 1 
ALPHA= 2 . 21 CL= v . lo B CO = 0.027 l./ f'. = 6 . 2 1 ~ 
ALPHA-= 4 .39 (. L= u. 3 16 (f)= 0.03R L/r-:;:;. A . '31~ 1 
AlPHA = b.~4 CL= J . ~j ':J rn= 0 . 05? L/r= ~ . ~ ~ 1 
ALPHA= ~.69 CL= o . ~:>~ r:: n = 0 . ()65 L/ r= B . 5 7( 
ALPHA=iu.I::U CL= u .6vtJ C:O= ().()82 L I r = 8 . 1 8? 
ALPt1A=l 2 .~4 C.L= ·J .f ':>d r fl= 0 .lCH L/C = 7 • It ~~ 
ALPtiA=l S . Ol LL= J e t!lL en= 0. 1 ~0 L/ C= 6 . ? ?? 
ALPHA = i7.0b CL= :J . d~~ CD= c . 2o3 L/ G= ~. :nc 
~LPrlA=l(). Y J CL= J. 7 2 7 en= 0.240 L/ r= 3. o:n 
ALPHA=20 .~9 CL= J.7lB CD= 0 . 271 L/r = 2 . f~2 
79 
GAP= 1.00 STAG~EK= 1.13 OECALAG E=-6 . 00 
A L PH A =- o • ~ t: CL=-O . Lll CO= o.c3o L/r= -7 . r:c c; 
ALPHA=-4.35 CL=-J.28.:) CO= 0 . 036 tlr= -7 . 7f::.P 
ALPHA=-~.11 CL=-u.u:i-.1 r. D= 0 . 0~7 L I r-= - 2 . 44? 
ALPHA= u. u5 CL= u. u•t4 en= 0.033 l If'= 1."15? 
ALPHA= 2..29 CL= J . 2.3u CO= 0.043 L/ C-= 5.3'?1 
ALPHA= 4 . 48 CL= J.3d9 CD= 0 . 055 ll fJ= 7. 0~.., 
ALt>HA= 6.63 CL= ...; . 509 (f)= O. C69 l/ f:= 7.'t?.l 
ALPHA= u.7c; CL= u.62.c CD= n . 086 L/ r.= 7 . ?~( 
ALPHA= l 0 • ti 9 LL= u . lll c f)= 0 .1 04 L /r'.= A.C4(' 
ALPHA= l 3.07 CL= o.B<>l CD= 0.132 Ltr= 6.527 
ALPrlA=l5.09 CL= UetitilJ CD= 0.15R L /C= 5.'571 
ALPHA=l7.12. CL= iJ . b9(j en-= 0 .1 q3 l /f.= 4 . cf.C 
ALPhA=l9 . 0l CL= 0.81L CD= 0.283 Ltr= ?.~c P 
ALPHA=20 . 96 CL= u .7/u CD= 0.302 L /C-= . 2.~ 5 4 
80 
GAP= 1.00 STAG GE~= l .lJ DECALAGE=-7.00 
ALPHA=- 6.3-1- CL=-0 .L.rt CD= O . C~9 L/ r= - 3.12t 
AL PH A=-4 • 2.. '} CL= - 0.232 (D= 0 . ('16 1 L tr= -~ . 921. 
ALPHA=-2.2:::> CL=-0.204 CD= 0 . 0 1t0 L/ f= -5.1~ 0 
ALPHA=-0. 10 CL= - u . U79 CD= 0 .03 3 L I r~= - 2 . 4?<; 
ALPHA= 2.09 CL= J.07£ CD= 0.035 L/ n= '2 . 04 '2 
~LPHA = -. • .33 CL= J. £6t... CD= O.C44 1./r= 5 . S75 
ALPHA= 6.~8 CL= u. 3U ( CD= o.c?3 L/ 1:'= 7.::?~C 
Ali->HA: ~.71 CL= u . ':>7't- CO= ('1.076 L/r.= 7.52'2 
ALPHA=lu.~l CL= u . o::>2 CO= 0.091 L/r.= 7.?.C.?. 
ALPHA= ll...95 Cl= u.7&~ CD= 0 .11 ?. L /C = ~ . P.{;~ 
ALPHA-=1~.05 CL= J. 84~ CO= 0 . 139 L/ C= r, . , o 1 
ALPHA=l7.11 CL= u . u'-1~ CD= o. ln 3 Ltr= '5 . 4P'l 
ALPHA=l9.0~ CL= O.l:H·2 CD= 0.?.32 L/ r= ., . t?2 
Alt->HA=2l.OO CL= v.I:3J7 CO= 0.241 L/r = ~ ~c:-- . - ~.:: 
81 
G~P= 1.00 STAGGER= 1.13 DECALAGE=-8.00 
ALPHA=-o . 37 C.:L= - O.ju{) f.()= 0. 0 53 L/r= -'S.t-?2 
ALPHA=-4. 35 CL=-0 . 2d~ ( 0= 0 . 062 L I r. = -4.6()(: 
ALP HA=-2.29 C.: L=-0 . 23u CD= 0.036 L/r.-= -6.~RC 
ALPHA=-u. l 8 C.:L=-u.1<-tl CO= 0.027 L I C= -5.t'5C 
ALPHA= 2.04 CL= o.u.36 CO= 0 . 028 L/C= 1.2P.2 
ALPHA= ~ . 26 CL= O.Ll3 CO= 0.034 t/r= 6.~_ <:l:! 
ALPHA= o.4 1 CL= 1).334 CD= 0.041 L/C= A. 1 f 1 
ALPHA.:: 8.~6 CL= :l.4:>L f. 0= 0 . 052 L I C= P . 7C~ 
ALP11A=l0. 72 CL= u. ~83 CO= 0.074 L /C= 7.P.4f 
ALPHA=l2.d4 CL= J.o74 CD= o.oq1 L/C= 7.44( 
ALPHA=ltt-.96 CL= 0.77o CD= 0.110 L /C= 7 . 042 
ALPH A=l7.03 CL= o.o30 CO= C.l61 L/C= 5. H : 1 
ALPHA=ld.99 CL= u.79-i CO= 0 . 182 l/[= 4 . 3?-A 
ALPHA=20.96 CL= 0 . 771 CD= c- . 215 L/[= ~.5~C:: 
82 
GAP= 1.00 STA~GER= 1 . 00 DECALAGE=-4.00 
ALPH A=-6 . 41 CL=-Q . 3j4 en= 0.046 L/r = -7 . ?.r.; 
ALPHA=-4.29 CL=-U.2 .hl CD= 0 .0 35 l I r.= -6 . 517 
ALPHA=-2 . 13 CL= - J . 10'1 CD= 0 . 032 L/r.-= -3.~f:E 
ALPHA= u . u4 CL= v . U3S CO= 0 .029 l/0= 1 . 7.~~ 
ALPHA= 2 . 31 CL= 0 • .2~(; CO= o. c3e L/r.= 6 . 5P.O 
ALPHA= 4 . 42 CL= J. j ,~6 CD= 0.045 L/r= 7.442 
ALPHA= o. oo CL= 0.48.2 en= 0 . 061 l/C= 7 . Gt~ 
ALPHA= 8.75 CL= u.6uts CD= 0 .077 l/C = 7 . qt, 4 
ALPHA=l0.83 CL= 0 . &69 CD= 0 . 094 L/r.= 7 . l 1; 
ALPHA=l2.94 CL= 1). 76 u CD= 0 . J 11 L/r.= 6 . e22 
ALPHA=l5.07 CL= o. 862 CO= 0.147 L/ r= 5.J?t2 
ALPHA=l7.08 CL= 0. d6 <j CC= 0 .1 96 l/f:= 4.4.?3 
ALPHA=l~ . u5 CL= u.d44 CD= 0.293 L/r.= 2 . f."71 
ALPHA=20.95 CL= J. 7od CO= 0.2Q5 li,C: 2 . C(~4 · 
83 
GAP= 1.00 STAGGEK= t.OO OECALAGE=-5.00 
ALPHA=-6 . 44 CL=-J . 3:.>1 en= 0.041 l/ C= -~.f.4~ 
ALPHA=-4 . 31 C.L=-0.~41$ CD= 0.014 l /C= -7. 37f-
ALPHA=-~.11 CL=-J. 08~ en= 0.017. t /r.= - ?. . PC'? 
ALPrlA= 0.11 CL= J. Ud8 en= 0.027 t I r. = ~.?4fJ 
ALPHA= 2 . 23 CL= o.1oo en= 0.033 L/r= ?.51t 
ALPHA-= 4.39 ~L= o • . H a CO= 0.043 l/ C= 7.42? 
ALPHA= o.oo CL= 0.4d2 CC= o.o5e I I r.= 8 .2P? 
ALPHA= a. 11 CL= o. ~74 CD= 0.075 L ;r= 7.f;?7 
ALPHA=lv.93 CL= u. 7'+ "/ en= 0.109 l/r= 6.f:tl 
~LPHA=13.05 CL= lJ. 1:)4 :.i CD= 0 . 135 Llr= 6 . ?77 
ALPHA=l~.1l CL= 0.89b C()= 0 . 1 59 L/f:= ') . f:'l.7 
ALPHA=l7 . 0o CL= o.a~o CD= 0.171 L/[= 4.9<;<; 
ALPHA=1.:s. 99 CL= J. cW l c [)= 0.243 L/f= 3 .? <;4 
ALPHA=2v.97 CL= v. 7dl CD= o.2q3 l /C= 2 .67( 
84 
GAPa 1.00 STA~bER= l.JO DECALAGE=-6.00 
4LPHA=-o.42. (,L=-v.JJb CD= 0.067 L/C= -4.c;c;!: 
ALPHA=--..37 CL=-v.3Jv CO= 0.039 l/0= -7.621 
A L PH A =- 2. • l l CL=-0. UtlCf en-= 0 .0 32 L/r.= -2.80? 
ALPHA=-0 . 07 CL=-u . J5J CD= 0 . 027 L/r.= -l.SPl 
ALPHA= 2.18 CL= 0.1 .. 2. CD= ('.032 L/r.= 4.3<;'? 
ALPH A= 4.29 CL= 0.2Ju CD= 0.03 & t/r. = 6.r,4t 
ALPHA= o.52 CL= u. 421 CO= 0.051 L/r.= R.l f? 
ALPHA= a .o9 CL= u.,;;o en= 0.068 Ltr= e . tP.C 
ALPHA=lu.tl2 CL= u.oou cr.= O.OR.H l/r.= 7. 53? 
ALPHA=l2.92 CL= 0.7--.2 en= c. to£- L/r.= 7.0'?7 
ALPHA=l~.u3 CL= u.d21j CO= 0. 13'• L/f.= 6.1<;4 
ALPHA=l7.05 <;L= J.d43 CD= f) .150 L/C= 5.cOS 
ALPHA=l~.u8 CL= J.do<J CO= 0. 2 50 L/ r'!= , . 412 
ALPHA=21J.94 CL= .). 7~9 co: 0.267 L/C= 2.84~ 
85 
GAP= 1.00 STAGGEK= l. JO OECALAGE=-7.00 
AL fJH A-=-6. 3 5 CL= - iJ . ~HL CD= 0 . 048 l /r'.= -'5.A71 
A L PH A=- 4 • 3 3 CL =- iJ . 26!> CD= 0 . 041 l/D= - 6 .4 ?~ 
ALPHA=-2.26 C. L=- J . ll3 en = C. C18 L/ C= - 5 . 5?. 7 
ALPHA=-0.07 C L=-0 . 0~3 CO-= 0.033 l/C= -1.62: 
ALPHA-= 1. ~4 CL=-v. o~~ CD= 0 . 024 L/ r.= - ?. . ~? 1 
ALPHA= 4.1 5 CL= J . 12~ CO= o. o2R Ltr = It • 4 Sf 
ALPHA= 6 .31 CL= 0 . 2·+7 CO= 0 . 038 L/r= c.c;~s 
ALP HA= 8 . ~8 CL = u.47o CO= 0.062 l/C-= 7. 61 c 
ALPHA=lu.70 CL= o. :>&c.. CD= o. c12 L/r= 1.qo2 
ALPHA=1~.74 L L= J . 5~'J CD= 0 . 035 L/C= 16.92'5 
ALPHA= l4. 85 CL= o . o84 CD= o. oe9 L/C= 7.7C~ 
ALJJHA=l6.9l CL= u.73u CD= 0.126 L/ C= 5.7c:,c; 
ALPHA= l 8.~3 CL= u. 7~ 7 CD= 0 .1 55 L/r:'= 4.P"3C 
ALPHA=20.94 CL = v.7~..:,1 CD-= 0•206 l/ C-= 3.6P.E 
86 
GAP z 1 . 0 0 STAGGER= l . JO DECALAGE=- 8 . 0 0 
.\ l PH A=- o • 3 8 C L = - u . 3~o~:> CO= 0 .11 4 Lt r= -~.6Et 
Al PH A=- 4 • 3d CL=- u . 30't CO = 0. 1 01 Ltr = - 3 . 0 1 C 
AL PHA=- 2 • 35 CL= -O . ~u) CD= 0 . 1)53 L/r.= -5 . 374 
ALPH A=-0 . 18 CL= -J . l4l CD= 0 . 042 L/r.= -~.3P~ 
ALPHA= 1.96 CL=- v . u3-. CD= 0 . 039 L/ C-= - O. Pt2 
ALPHA= 4 . 13 Cl= u. l ub CO= 0 . 042 l / C= 7. . 561 
Al.,HA= 6 . 3 1 CL= u • .248 CO= 0 . 047 L/ C= 5 . ?4 1 
Al.,HA= ij . ~6 CL= U. 4:>3 CD= 0 . 062 L/0 = 7 . 29 1 
ALPHA= l 0 . 70 Cl = o . 5o7 CD= o . c79 L/ C= 7 . 20S 
AL.,HA= l 2 .85 Cl= 0 . 684 CO= 0 . 096 L/r= 7 . 10t 
AlPHA= 14 • 95 CL= 0.7o2 CO= 0 . l lQ l / C= 6 . ~A<; 
ALPHA= l 7.07 CL= u.u6l CD= 0 .}62 l/ C= 5 . -:t0C 
ALPHA= l 9 . 05 CL= J . 842 CO= 0 . 1 8 0 L/ C= 4 . 6 1 ? 
ALPt1A=2v . 8 6 CL= v. 6~1 CO= 0 .140 l/ C= 4 . QZ:! 
87 
GAP• 1.00 STAGGER= ).18 OECALAG E=-4.00 
AL PH A.=-o. 4b CL=-u . 3o-1 CO= 0 . 047 l/f. = -7.<;CE 
ALPHA=-4 . 29 C.L= - 0 . 23u en= O. C3 7 L/r= -6. ?4 0 
ALPH A=- 2 .1 8 CL=-O.l<t.2 CO= O . C33 L/ C= -4 . 28<; 
ALPHA= 0 . 04 ( L= u.03S en= 0 . 030 l/f.= 1 . 16«; 
ALPHA= 2 .18 CL= 0. l 1t .2 CO= c . 036 l/ r.= 4 . 0(1~ 
ALPHA= 4.39 CL= u. 3ld CO= 0.045 l I C = 7.C~t 
ALPHA= 6 . 52 CL= 0 .422 CD= 0 . 056 l/ C= 7. 55~ 
ALPHA= t3 .67 CL= i.) . 53 <J CD= 0 . 070 l/f:= 7 . 71<; 
ALPHA= l u.79 CL= o . 635 CD= O. OR6 l/ ('= 7 . 4?.4 
ALPHA=l2.92 CL= v. 74 2 CC= 0.104 l/C= 7 . 12<; 
ALfJHA=l5.03 CL= v. 82 (j CO= 0 .1 31 l/C= 6 . 2<;~ 
ALPHA=l7 . 05 CL= 0 . 8<t-5 CO= 0 .1 58 L/C= 5 . ~'3«; 
ALPHA =l9.0l CL= o. til.C: CD= 0.232 L/r.= 3 . 50"? 
Al.PHA=20.9S CL= o. 76o CO= 0 . 2 74 l/C= 2 . qo4 
88 
GAP= 1.00 ST~GtK: J.id OECALAGE=-5.00 
ALPHA=-6.~u CL=-J.404 CD= 0.053 L I r. = -7.'5P~ 
ALPHA=-4. 42 CL=-J . jJtJ en= 0.042 Llr= -1.G2(; 
ALPHA=-2.22 CL=-0.177 r:o= 0.032 LIC= -'>.504 
ALPHA-=-O.u3 CL=-u .Ol. tJ CO= 0.()?.9 l tr: = -o.q;:>5 
ALPHA= 2.13 lL= o. lJ 7 CD= 0.032 LIC= 3 . 3(;~ 
ALPHA= 4.31 Cl= v • .24tj CO= 0.019 Llr= 6.4Ct. 
ALPHA= 6.44 l,l= u. j'jl CD= 0.046 Lll':= 7.61C:: 
~LPHA= tj.58 c l= u. 4 7\.J en= 0.061 Llr= 7.75l: 
ALPHA=10. '75 Cl= o.6vl.. CD= o.c79 tlr= 7.t..44 
ALPHA=-1~.8o CL= O .o~.2 CO= 0.096 LIC= 7.1~2 
ALPHA=l4.94 CL= u .7tJl CO= 0.113 L/C= 6.70? 
ALPHA=l7.u2 Cl= o. d2~ CO= o. 139 l/8= ~.<;t.t 
ALPHA-=l9.u4 CL= IJ. d3 ~ en= 0.207 l.lr:'= 4 . c~c 
ALPMA=20.94 CL= IJ. 75~ en= 0.219 L I r.= 3.45t 
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GAPs 1.00 STAGGE~ ~ J.dd OECALAGEz-6.00 
ALPHA=-o.46 CL= - u . 369 cr.= 0.045 L/ r= - A.l PL 
ALPHA=-4 . 31 CL=-0.24o en= 0.035 L/ r:= -7 . C4E 
A L PH A=-2 • 2 0 CL=-0. 160 CO= o . c ? 1 l/C= - 5.073 
1\LPrl A=-0 • J5 CL=-0. 044 CO= O.Cl25 L/C= -1.7?? 
ALPHA= L.l!> CL= u. l 2<t CO= 0.030 L/ f= 4.1 ~t. 
ALPHA= 4 . 33 CL= u.2o~ CO= 0 . 037 l /C = 7 .1 7E 
ALPHA= 6.51 CL= J.4l 2 CO= o. ot,o L/ n= A.44 c; 
ALVHA= a . o4 CL= () . 51~ CO= c . 064 L/r= 7 . 9 61 
ALPHA=1 0 .79 CL= 0 .63 4 CO= 0.082 l / C= 7.772 
ALPHA=12.d8 CL= 0.7Jb CO= 0 . 093 l/ C= 7.57C 
ALPHA= l4 .~4 CL= 0 . 7ol CO= 0 .1 15 l/C= 6 . t3E 
AL PHA=l o . 9~ CL= 0.792 CO= 0.128 L/C= 6.!7f: 
ALPHA=l~ .ul CL= o. b 1 7 CD= 0 . ?23 L/ C= 3 . 6f;f: 
ALPHA=20.o9 CL= 0.7l"t CO= 0 . 213 l/ f= 3 . 345 
90 
· GAP= 1.00 STAGGf:{= J.aa DECALAGE=-7.00 
ALPhA=-o .46 CL=-u.37l CO= 0.073 L/r= -5.05t 
ALPHA=-4.39 CL=-O.::ild CO= o.C42 l/r.= -7.~34 
ALPHA=-2.24 CL=-O.l~ S CD= 0 .035 l/C= -~. 644 
A L PH A =-o. l 3 CL=-J. lu6 CO= 0.027 L/C= -3.P.~f 
ALPHA= 2.01 CL= u.o54 CD= 0.029 L/ C= l.P. l:~ 
ALPHA= 4.21 CL= J. lo 9 CD= 0.032 l/ r.= 5 elC 2 
ALPHA= 6.39 CL= v.3lo CD= 0.040 ttr= 7.A?2 
ALPHA= B . ~ 6 CL= 0.1-5Z CD= 0.054 ltr> A.3sc; 
ALPHA=l0.68 CL= o.~4U CD= 0.065 l./f= 8 .4 27 
ALPHA=l2.79 CL= u.b4u CD= O.OA? L/C= 7.A?<; 
ALPHA=l4.90 CL= 0.728 CD= 0.109 L/ C= 6.6P.C 
ALPHA=l6.92 CL= o • . 743 CD= 0.115 l/r.= £: . 44€: 
ALPHA=l8.97 CL= u.784 CC= 0.184 L/r.= 4.~?: 
ALPHA=20.92 CL= o. 740 CD= 0.207 l/C= 3 . 5?4 
91 
GAP z 1.00 STA~~E~= J.dd DECALAGEz-8 .00 
At.PHA=-6 • .39 CL=-:J. 3ltl CD= 0.061 l/ C-= -5. 22 i 
ALPHA=-4.3J CL=-I.l.26~ c 0-= O.C37 Ltr -= -7.:?'5(: 
ALPHA=-~ . 20 CL=-O.lov CO= o . c33 l/ r.= -4 . PP<; 
ALPHA=-0 . 05 CL=-u . 04 •t CD= 0 . 0?7 l/1:'-= -1. 6? 1 
ALJJHA= 2 . 13 CL= u.lu7 CO= c . c29 l/r.= 3 .l:'3f 
ALPHA= 4 . 26 CL= u.21.3 CD= 0 .0 36 l/r.= 5.SAE 
ALPHA= 6.44 CL= v. 3~1 CO= 0.046 l/ C= 7.61<; 
ALPHA= 8 . ou CL= J.4o7 CD= 0.061 L/r = A. 032 
ALPHA= l O.o8 CL= o.::,~., CD= 0 . 07 1 L/r= 7.7C2 
ALPHA= l 2 . 82 CL= u . o57 CO= 0.087 l/r.= 7.5St 
ALPHA=l4 . 9u C.L= o . 727 CD= 0 .1 0 7 l/C-= 6.a tc; 
ALPHA=l6.95 CL= o. 76 8 CO= 0 .12 5 l/C= 6.l~f. 
ALPHA=lo.99 l.L= u. 800 CD= 0.188 l I f>= 4.?5( 
At.PHA=2u.94 CL= u. 759 CO= 0.266 l/C= 2.es~ 
92 
GAPs 1.13 STAbGt~= l.JJ UECALAGE=-4.00 
ALPHA=-6.44 CL=-J.J':>l CD= 0 . 0 1~5 I If= -7. R I <; 
ALPHA =-4. 33 CL=-J. 2o~ CO= 0 . 0~7 L/ r= -7.25t 
ALPH A=-2 . 18 CL= - U.l4L en= 0 . 033 1. /f= -4. ?R<; 
ALPHA= 0 . 0 4 CL= J . U3':> CO= O. O?Q l I r.= 1 . 23 ! 
ALPHA= 2 . 26 CL= u. 213 CO= 0 . 036 l/C= s.~ec; 
ALPHA= 4. 39 CL= o.Jlb CO= 0 . 046 l/f= 6 . Gll: 
ALPHA= 6. s 7 (.,l= o • .:,.:,o CO= O . C59 L/f= 7.7'•C:. 
ALPHA= 8.69 CL= o.5::>o CD= o.c1o Llr.= 1 .o1c 
ALPHA=lO.til C.:. L= u . o5L CO= 0 .090 l/ C= 7.?.t4 
ALPHA= l 2 . 9U CL= ~ . 726 CO= 0 .1 0 7 L/ f= 6.7S? 
ALPHA=l4 . 9 7 CL= 0.779 CO= c .I 26 l/1':= 6 . }6c; 
ALPHA=l6.<J8 CL= o. 7~-;} CD= ('.183 l/f= 4 . ~?2 
ALPHA=lti.93 CL= 0.7jQ CD= 0 . 2 19 L/ r.= 3 . 4211 
ALPtiA=20.90 CL= a. 72b CD= 0.281 l/ C= ? . 5~(; 
93 
GAP• 1.13 STALGcK= !.00 DECALAGE= - 5.00 
ALPHA=-o.~l CL=-J • .;34 CO = 0.04 3 L/ f':= -7.7 ;: } 
ALPitA=-4 . 29 CL=-0. 23u CO-= O.C3 1t l/ r.= -6.A?C 
ALPHA=-2 .1 8 CL=-u.14c:. CD= 0 . 032 L/ f:= -4 . 3<; 4 
ALPHA= o. o2 CL= J . ,Jltl CO= 0.026 L/r.= 0 . 67~ 
ALPHA= ~ . 22 CL= 0.177 CO= O. C33 l/ f': = 5 . ~7"; 
ALPHA= 't e42 CL= 0.33c. CD= 0 .1) 411' L/ (= 7.'574 
AL.,HA= 6 .54 CL= U . 't.3~ CO= 0 . ()5~ l If = ~ . ?4t 
ALPHA= t:s . 69 CL= u. 55o CO= 0 . 06') l I r; = A. CFF 
ALPHA=lO.dl CL= iJ.6'>2 CQ= o.cl3~ L/ r= 7 . ~c;c 
ALPHA=12 . 90 CL= I) . l2b CD= 0 . 103 L tr= 7 .042 
Al.PHA=l4 . 97 CL= o . 7"79 CO= 0 .1 25 L 1 r:= 6 .2 4? 
ALPHA=l7.04 CL= J.d36 CD= 0 . 1 A7 L/[= 4 . 4F3 
ALPHA=l8 . 93 CL= o.74S CD= 0. 216 t 1r = ? . 4t<; 
Al.PHA=2u . 9l CL= J.73\J CD= 0.26 3 l / C= 2 . 77"; 
94 
GAP• 1.13 STAvGEK = 1.00 OECALAGE=-6.00 
ALPH A=-6.3 6 CL=-O.L92 CD= 0 . 063 l/f = -1 •• (;11 
AL PHA=- 4 . 33 CL=-J.Zo~ CD= o . o~a L I f-= - 6 . <;5f. 
ALPhA =-2 . 21 CL=-u.lo o (f)= 0.032 l/C= -5. 2C J 
ALPHA= u.vo CL= .; . ouo CO= O.C27 l/ [ = c. ncr 
ALPHA= 2 .10 CL= O.Oi:iu CIJ= C . 029 l/f= ?.75<; 
ALPHA= 4.29 CL= u.2J u CD= 0 . 0~7 L /C= 6 .1Ct 
ALPHA= o . 49 CL= u.39~ CD-= 0. 05 1 l/ r. = 7. ACF 
ALPHA= ~.os CL= \). ~2 l CD= 0 . 065 l/C= 7.<;(:«; 
ALPHA=l0 . 75 CL= u.ouu CO= 0.077 l/ f= 7 . 1<;(: 
AL~HA=l2.84 CL= 0.67':> CD= 0.094 l/f= 7.?CC 
ALPHA=l4 . 92 CL= u . 74~ CO= 0 .11 4 l/f= 6 . c;2e 
ALPHA=l7.Ul CL= v.dlu CD= (' . 140 l/f= 5 . J:\I.£ 
AL PHA=l8 . 9 5 Cl= o . 7o 3 CD= 0.186 Lt r= 4.10~ 
ALPHA=2U.90 CL= .;. 72jj CD= C.213 L /C= 3.4?~ 
95 
GAP~ 1.13 STAGGER= l.OJ DECALAGE•-7.00 
ALPHA=-o . 33 C L = -u. £o~ CD= 0 . 044 l/C= -6.C5~ 
ALPHA=-4.31 CL= -~J • .;2~t; CO= 0.0 39 L/ r:= - 6. ~4 1 
ALPHA =-2 . 22 CL=- 0.17 '7 CD= 0 . 035 L/ r= - 5 . 0 13 
ALPHA=-0.07 CL=-0 . 05 3 CD= o. c2e L/r= -1 • 9C 1 
ALPHA= 2.01 CL= ~.05~ CD= 0 . 02A L/ r. = 1 • q 1 5 
ALPHA= 4 . 20 CL= 0 .160 CO= 0 . 03?- L/ f:= 4.Qr.~ 
ALPHA= o.40 CL= J. 32~ CD= 0 . 040 L / r= A. 1 ~ 4 
ALPHA= 8 . 56 CL= u.4 5(:: CO= 0 . 0~4 L/ r= A. 3? C: 
ALPHA=lO .o7 CL= J . ~41 CD= 0 . 070 l/ f: = 7.6~? 
ALPHA=l2.78 CL= o. u25 CD= O. CR6 L/r= 7. 2 54 
ALPHA=14 . do CL= 0. 69!) CD= 0 .1 04 L/r.= 6 . 61~ 
\ 
ALPHA=lo.96 CL= J. 7 15 CD= 0 .1 24 L/f= 6.274 
ALPHA=lti . 95 CL= J .765 CD= 0 . 1 65 L / r = 4.f"?:! 
ALPHAz 20 . 93 CL= u.747 CO= 0.20 5 l/f:= 3 . f;3<; 
96 
GAP= 1.13 STAL~ER= L.oa DECALAGE=-8.00 
ALPHA=-6.31 CL=-O.L-tci Cf>= 0.051 l/1:'= -4. f!!: 1 
ALPHA=-4.31 Cl=-J.24H CD= 0.037 L 1r= -6.747 
ALPHA-=-~.29 CL=- u.23u Cf>= 0.037 l I r.= -6.177 
AliJHA=-0.14 C L=-v.ll~ CD= o. o?.fl l/ r.= -4.03C 
ALPHA= 1.913 Cl=-0.017 C:D= 0.028 l/C-= -f).?CJ~ 
ALPHA= 4.13 CL= u.lu7 CO= o . o2CJ l/(= '3 .• ~ 4? 
ALPHA= o • .31 CL= v.247 CD= o.r36 t./f= 6.":!2C 
ALPHA= H.~o CL= u.4uu CO= 0.051 l/C= 7 .1 1': 
ALPHA=l0.62 C..L= 0. ~·~a CD= o.C64 L./ r. = 7.7'5<; 
ALPHA=l2. 73 CL= u. 59v CO= 0 . 077 L/C-= 7.c4F. 
ALPHA=l4.84 Cl= u .67 t3 CO= O.C96 L/f= 7.0~2 
ALPHA=l6.90 CL= o.72t3 CD= 0.117 L/C= 6.1<;5 
ALPHA=l8.93 CL= 0. 74o CD= 0 .1 52 l/[= 4.S?C: 
ALPHA-=2U.9l CL= v.734 CD= 0.166 l/C= 4.41t. 
97 
GAP= 0.88 ST~GEK= 1.0~ OECALAGE=-4.00 
ALPHA=-6.41 CL=-U.3j4 CD= 0.041 L/r= -~.lt? 
ALPI-tA=-4.29 CL=-J.23J CD= 0.031 t I r. = -7.3?1 
ALPtfA=-2.09 CL=-J.LJ71 en= 0.028 L/n= -?.~~4 
ALPHA= 0.11 C.L= J. Od ts CO= C. C25 t./r= ?o.5t:· l 
ALPHA= l.31 CL= 0 . 2-.ii CO= 0.033 L/C= 7.438 
ALPHA= 4.~4 Ll= 0.353 (0= 0.042 t/ r = R . ~c;~ 
ALPHA= &.ou CL= J. 4ti2 en= 0.0'57 l /C= 8 . :ct 
ALPHA= 8. "(5 CL= u.oJ8 CD= 0.077 L/ C= 7 . <";04 
ALPHA,;,l0.8S CL= J.odo CD= 0.092 L/ C= 7.444 
ALf>HA=l -2:.98 CL= o. 793 CD= 0.117 L /~= b.~02 
I\LPHA=l5.05 CL= ().8~b en= 0 .1 52 L/[= 5.5t7 
ALPHA=l7.04 CL= ().ti3':1r CO= 0 .1'17 L/C= 4.2c;~ 
ALPHA=l8 . <17 C.L= J .7 tsl CO= 0.278 L/C= ?..Bee; 
AL..,HA =2u.95 CL= o. Jbj CO= o.~o? Ltr= ? . '3?.1 
98 
GAP• 0.88 STALGER= l.JO DECALAGE=-5.00 
ALPHA=-u .4l C.L=-J . 3j4 CD= o. 043 l/ f. = -7.721 
ALPHA=-4.29 CL=- J . 2.3u Cll= o.C34 L/ r.= - 6 . P2C 
ALPHA=-2.13 CL=-u.lJ7 CD= O.C32 ltr.= - 3 .36P 
ALPHA= 0.02 CL= 0 . u lo CD= o . czt. L / f= O . f-.1~ 
ALPHA= 2. . 29 Cl = u. 23v CD= 0.(' 36 Ltr = 6 . '1Pt: 
ALPHA= 4.46 CL= () . 371 Cl1= 0 . C':>O L I r':= 7.47( 
ALPH A= 6.61 CL= (). 4 ·) l CD= 0.067 Ltr= 7.Gt:4 
ALPhA= 8.75 CL= u.ovd CD= 0.07~ l /f'= 7.7F.f. 
ALPhA=l0.9o CL= o./73 CD= 0.118 Lt r.= 6.52~ 
AL..,HA=l3.0!> CL= J.d't-3 CD= 0 .1 22 Lt r= 6 . 9<;~ 
ALPtiA=l5.09 CL= J.d7~ CD= () • 1 5(! L /[= 5.E44 
ALPH A=l7 . u9 CL:: u. 6ti l CD= 0 .1 8 1 l I r:= 4 . ~~4 
ALPHA=lde<#9 CL:: u . 794 CD= 0 . 272 L 1 r.= 2 . Gl F. 
ALPHA=2u.94 CL= 1,).754 CD= 0 . 294 l/ C= 2 .5{;( 
99 
GAP= 0.88 STA~GtK= l.Ov DECALAGE=-6.00 
ALPHA=-o. 37 CL=-J.3i.J! CO= 0 . 066 L If'= -4. 5 70:: 
AL~hA=-4 .3 3 C. L=-J. ~o:> CD= 0.036 L/ 1:= -7.4lf 
ALPHA=-2. LO CL=-u.lo u CC= 0 . 031 L/ t:'= - 5 . ('7? 
ALPHA =- 0 .1 5 CL=-J .lL4 CD= " · 0'3 L/ r.= - 5 . ?C J 
ALPHA= ~ .13 Ct= •J. lJ 7 CO= 1"1 . 0:?7 L/r.= 3 . <?( ( 
ALPHA = ~. 2. 4 Cl = v.l~:> c 0= 0 . 0 ~) L/ C= 6 . ? 7 2 
ALPHA -= <>.46 CL= J. 3o 't CO= 0.04 ? L/ r.= 13 . 4/Lj 
ALPHA= 8.C>5 ~ l= l) . ?2. 1 CO= 0 . 0 5 <) L/ r = .q . ~C?. 
ALPHA=lU. 72 Cl= o.:,d't CD= o . ou~ l/ C= 7 . 4t? 
ALPHA= l 2 . ~6 CL= u. 691 CO= o . c95 l/r= 7 . '?S7 
ALPHA= 1?. U 3 CL= J . o2o CO= 0 .1 2 4 l /r = 6 . 67f 
AL PH A=l7 .v7 CL= u. d:>a en= 0 . 149 L/ r= 5 . 7(; ': 
ALPHA = l9.05 CL= J. d l•<t CD= 0 . 232 l / C= ~ . f.f 4 
ALPHA~20 .93 CL= u. 74 7 CD= 0 . 25? L/ C= ? . c;? ( 
2·108:17 
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GAP~ 0.88 STA~Gf~= i .OJ OECALAGE=-7.00 
ALPHA=-o . 3b CL=-u.2~~ CO= 0. 08 .. ~ L/r= -3.547 
ALPHA=-4.31 CL=-J . 2'*'of en= O.C 59 L/ r= 
-4. 2 7 1 
A L PH A=-2 • 2 4 C L=-0.19~ CO= 0.038 Ltr> - ?.171 
ALPHA=-0.1 5 CL=-O.l L<t CO= 0 . 029 l/ f.= -4 . 2i4 
ALPHA= 2.07 CL= J . u ~ .. CO= 0 . 029 L I r. = l. f! ?~ 
ALPHA= 4.27 CL= J . ZLl en= 0.0 36 L/r.= 6 .1 H 
ALPHA= o . 39 CL= J • .:H 7 CC= 0. 0'• 3 L/r= 7·"·0~ 
.\L PH A= ~; . ~8 Cl= J.,.7v CO= 0.060 Llr= 1.e.cc; 
ALPHA=l0.72 CL= o.5o3 CO= 0 .07 6 L/r= 1. (;R<; 
ALPHA=l2 . 64 CL= J.o7j CD= 0.095 L/C= 1 .(1f:(; 
ALPHA=l4 . 93 CL= 0 . 74':J CO= 0 . 11 5 l/ ('= 6 . 1'tf~ 
ALPHA=l7.vl CL= v. d lo CD= 0.115 L/ ~= 6 . Ct? 
ALPHA=l9 . u2 ~ l= J . Bl b cr.= 0.198 L I r. = 4 . 1 ?. 4 
ALPHA=2l.OO Cl= u.av5 CO= 0 . 23'3 L/r= 3 . 447 
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GAPz 0.88 STAuGt~= 1.00 OECALAGE=-8 .00 
Al PH A=-b • .j 3 CL=- v.270 CO= o . oqq l/(= 
-?.711 
ALPHA=-'+ . 3 1 CL=-v.2:>u CC= 0 . 070 l /C = -3.572 
Al PH A=-2 • 26 CL=-O.Ll3 CD= o.o~'•4 L/r.= -4.834 
ALPH A=-u • 1 5 CL=-0 .1 ~4 C: D= 0 . 036 l/C= - ;\ .4?t 
ALPHA= 2 . 02 CL= V e \Jl9 CD= 0 . 036 l./[= o. 'J;;c 
ALPHA= 4 . 21 CL= v.lo9 CO= 0 . 039 L/ C= 4 . ~c;r; 
ALPtiA= o.3 7 CL= 0.3JO CD= c.C~'Ifl Ltr> 6.4~1 
ALPHA= 8.55 CL= O. "t't4 CD= 0.059 l /f= 7.5C'5 
ALPHA=lO. 70 CL = o. ~o& CD'= 0.076 l/C= 7.5r:J 
ALPHA=l2.b2 CL= O.bSa CO= o.cq3 Ltr.= 7 . 1('1 
AL PHA=l4 . 93 CL= o. 74o CD= 0.118 L/C= 6 . ~23 
ALPHA=l7.U4 Cl= J.H4l CO= 0. 140 l /C= 6 . 01E 
ALPHA=19.u3 (.. L= J.b2<i en= C.l84 L/ r= 4.5c::: 
ALPHA=20.99 CL= o.twl CO= 0.222 L/r= ~.tl4 
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LOWER WING ONLY 
ALPHA=-b.l4 CL:;:-v.3 l~ CO: 0.021 L/ r. :;:-J~ . ?CS? 
ALPHA=-4.15 C.L:;:-J . 3:>2 (():;: o.o1o Ltr=-2l.c:t:£ 
ALPHA=-2.1~ CL=-0 . 3:>.,. cr::-= 0.0?3 L/C=-1'>.<; 2<; 
ALPHA= 0.05 CL= u .lJo CD= 0.010 l 1 r-= ll.f11~ 
ALPHA= 2.11 CL= O.L~d cr.-= 0.014 L/f: = 17.~7:? 
ALPHA= 4.15 CL= J . 3:d CD= 0 . 023 L I ['= 15.21~ 
ALPHA= 6.20 CL= J.-.~~ CD= o.ozA Llr.= 1 6 .1~? 
ALPHA= 8 .25 CL= u . SdY CO= 0.043 l/ C= 13.1t~ 
ALPHA=l0.3l CL= 0.716 c 0= 0.046 Llr= 15.'t2G 
ALPHA=l2.31 CL= 0.713 CO= 0. 104 Llr.= 6.85? 
ALPHA=l4 .3l CL= 0.714:: CO= 0.162 L/C= 4.404 
ALPHA=l6.30 CL= 0.702 CD= c.I76 1./f.= ~ . <;F!: 
ALPHA=l8.29 CL= J.674 CD= 0.1<11 L/~= ~.53(: 
ALPHA=20.3l CL= 0.747 CO= 0.246 L/f= 3 .0 ~4 
APPENDIX G 
REDUCED DATA FROM THE FUSELAGE AND 
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Figure 33. Aerodynamic c haracteristics of a biplane wing and 
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Figure 34. Aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane wing and 
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Figure 35. Aerody namic characteristics of a biplane wing and 
fuselage system wi t h Ga = 0 . 875 , St = 1.0 , and De= - 5°. 
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Figure 36. Aerodynamic characteristics of a biplane wing and 
fuselage system with Ga = 0.875 , St = 0 . 875 , and De = -7°. 
108 
FUSELAGE AND LAKGE MO~J~LANE wiNG 
ALPHA=-b.43 CL= -o. 3ttb CD-= 0.032 t/ r.=-10.77F C"1= 0.025 
ALPtiA=-4.lS CL=-v.227 CO= 0.0?.3 l/f:-= -9.A47 CM= 0.025 
.\LP~iA=-l.ll CL=-0.08 8 CD= c.o22 t/r>= -3.9~~ CM= 0.017 
ALPHA= 0.07 CL= 0.052 CO= ().022 l/r::= 2. 3 4~ Ct.t= 0.013 
ALPHA= 2.22 CL= u.l7':J CO= 0 .028 L/1:= 6.212 CM= 0.001 
ALPHA= 4.44 CL= u.34b CO= c.C39 l/r.= a.c;PF. CM=-0.019 
ALPHA= b.S9 CL= .J.4o7 CO= 0.053 l/C= n.Bl~ CM=-0.038 
ALPiiA= 8.75 CL= IJ. oO u CD= 0.069 t/r= P..6~5 CM=-0.074 
ALPHA=l0.87 Cl= tJ. b9 3 CO= C.C8B l/C= 7.et~:: CM=-0.109 
ALPHA-=13.03 CL= \le&lS CO= 0.115 l/C= 7. 0f: l CM=-0.158 
ALPHA= 1S.l1 CL = O.dd2 CD= 0 .142 l/C= 6.234 CM=-0.209 
ALPHA=l7.14 CL= 0 . 9 J3 CO= 0.192 l /f.= 4.7C~ CM=-0.195 
ALPHA=l9.18 CL= 0.937 CD= 0.244 l/C= ":\ p.,~ . .- . . - ~ CH=-0.179 
ALPHA=21.19 CL= v.943 CD= 0.305 l/C= 3.0E7 CH=-0.131 
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FUSELAGE AND 41N W1~G 
ALPH A=-6 • 27 CL= -u. 451 CC= 0 . 04? llf=-lO. ff:2 
ALPH A=-4 . 11 CL=-J.LdU CO= 0.030 L/ C= -Q . /.27 
ALPHA=-2 . U8 C.L=-J . l 4 l CD= O.C29 l I r: = -4 . AC~ 
ALPHA= o.u.2 CL= J. v3 ~ CD= 0 . 031 Llr= l.l4t 
ALPHA= 2.13 CL= J.21l CD= 0.034 Li n= 6 . 13t 
ALPHA= 4.23 CL= o. 3~~ CO= 0.048 l/f = 8 . 0(: 3 
ALPHA= 6.3:> CL= O. ':>I.Jl CD= 0 .067 L 1 r = a . P-24 
ALPHA= u . 4l CL= O.oHu CD= o . o1q Ll f= ~ . t.s: 
ALPHA=lv.47 CL= J . 7ti2 CO= o . cq4 l/f= a.:>~G 
ALPHA = l 2 .52 l.L= 0 . 871 CD= 0.1 22 l 18= 7 . l 2 t 
ALPHA=l4 . ~4 C..L= J . 9 Ul CD= 0.193 L/ r.= 4 . (:~1 
ALPHA=l6 . ~-. CL= 0 . 8~4 CO= 0 . ? 42 L/f= 7 .7C2 
ALPHA=ld. S~ CL= o .Ylti CO= 0 . 2 90 l/ C= ~ -lf:~ 
ALf>HA=20. S2 Cl= o. o73 CO= c.. 311 L/f = ? • e 1C 
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GAPz 0.78 STAGGER= l.J.J OECALAGE=-6.00 
Al~HA=-6.41 ~ L=-v . :;Ju CC-= 0 . 0~3 l/1':= -9.R~4 
ALPHA=-4.30 CL=-O.L<.t4 Cl1= C. C25 l I r. = -G.P?<; 
ALPHA=-2.ld L.L=-v.l..-'7 CO= 0 . 0?1 L/f.= -1. rc ~ 
AL PH A=-0. 04 C L=-J.03~ cr.= ('1.018 t/r= -1. ~Cf 
ALPHA= 2 .1 0 CL= v .J19 CO= O. C2l l/C= 1.7<;7 
ALPHA= 4. 25 CL= v . 2U l CD= o . c25 L /r= 7 . <;~': 
ALPHA= 6.30 ~L= u.~'t~ en= 0 .02'\ l/1':= P.1 '3C 
AL~HA= 8 . 46 CL= u . 3oc.; Cl1= o.c37 L/r= <"l . c;c;e 
ALPHA= l 0.6 1 CL= o. 491 Cl1= o . C'>6 L/r= P . 77'3. 
ALPHA-= 12 . 72 CL= o . ~(i_j CO= 0 . 072 t/r= 8 . !4~ 
ALPHA=l4.83 CL= J . o7v C:O= o . C94 l/f.= 7 .1 28 
ALPHA= l o e90 CL: v. 72. Z. CD= 0 .1 2 4 l /f = 5 . P.41 
ALPHA=J.a . 'j4 CL= o .7ov CD= 0. 179 L/ r.= 4 . ?5<:; 
ALPHA=20.89 ~ L = 0.717 CD= 0.223 l/f.= ?.212 
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GAPz 0.78 S TAL G~R= l.OO OECALAGE=-6.00 
ALPHA =- 6. 39 Cl=-0. 3 1 ~ CO= 0 . 030 l/f= -l 0 . 5C<; 
Al~H A=-4. 32 C l=-J. Lu~ CO= C. 0?4 L/ ~=- JO.c:;4? 
AlPHA=-~ . 21 C. L=-O . l6CJ CD= 0 . 0?0 L/r.= -~ . ~('!3 
Al f>H A=-0 • 04 CL=-u . 03:> CO= n . oto L/r= -l. A?C": 
ALVHA= 2 .10 Cl = o. u79 CD= 0 . 021 L/ r.= 3 .7<;? 
ALPHA= 4.20 Cl= u.l~8 CO= 0 . 024 L/f:' = 6 . 5f? 
Alf>HA= 6.37 CL= 0.29!> CO= 0.0 34 L/ r.= P. . 7C€ 
ALPHA= b.!>6 CL= 0 .4?5 CO= 0 . 05 1 tt r= R . Silf 
Alf>HA=l0.63 Cl = u. ~uti CO= 0 . 0513 L/C= 8 . 7c;C 
ALPHA:l2 . 7o CL= .).oJ!j CO= 0 . 077 l /(= 1 . ·:n ~ 
ALPHA= l 4 . 88 Cl = 0 .7l v CO= 0 . 100 l/ C= 7 . 1?.~ 
ALPHA=lo.93 CL = v.747 CO= 0.1 ?3 t/ r.= 5 . f.1F 
ALPHA=lb.9b CL= J-. 774 CO= 0.200 t/r= ~ . P?C 
ALPHA=20.91 Cl= 0.72 9 CO= 0 . 239 ttr= 3 . ')'5'( 
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GAP 3 0.78 STAGGER= J.aa DECALAGE•-6.00 
ALPHA;-b. 43 CL=-0. 3~ ·1 CO= o. c34 1 tr = - R .Q4( 
ALPH A=-4 • 34 C L = -0. 2 1 ~ Cr.= 0 . 02 ? l /[=-]1 . 7~7 
Alj.>H A=-2 • 2. 1 CL=- O.loo c 1):: r . o11 l ;r= - q . Alt f 
.\LPh A=- u . ut3 CL=-u . Oo l CO= O. Cl7 L/ r. = -1 . f2 C 
ALPHA = 2 . 09 CL= u . u 7u ( D= 0.021 l/ r: = 1 • . H <; 
ALPHA= 4 . 2 3 CL= .;.l tl 4 CC= 0 . 024 L/ r:= 7 c ~ c . ..... 
ALPHA= 6 . 32 CL= o. 2.o l CD= C. C11 L/r= Q . ?~ f 
ALPHA= be47 CL= u . ::S"ld CC= 0 . 042 t 1 r--= 0 .1 0~ 
ALPH A-= 10 • 55 CL= O.<t<tl CD= 0 . 05 4 L/r = A.} f:t 
ALPHA =l 2 . 7 1 CL= -.;. 5 75 CC= 0 . 012 L/r.= ? ace . . 
ALPHA-= 14. 83 CL= v .o7u CO= o . oq? L/ r= 7 . ?42 
ALPHA=lo.87 CL= u . 7J4 CO= 0 .11 6 tt r= 6 . C<=} 
ALPHA=ld . <.J b CL= ;) .7 71 en= c . 1 6 3 L/ r= 4 . 7? 1 
ALPHA =20. 90 CL= 0 ."1 27 CO = 0 . 2 32 L/f. = 3 . 1 : 1 
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GAP= 0.88 STAGGE~: 1.13 DECALAGE~-5.00 
ALPHA=-6.42 CL=-J . 33& CO= 0.034 L/r=-1~".r.7f. CH= 0.219 
ALPHA=-4.32 C L =-u . £o~ CD= 0.027 L/r= -Q . ~4~ CMz 0.233 
ALPHA=-2.20 CL= - 0 .1 '8 CO= o.o:n L/r.= -7.42(; CM:o 0.149 
ALPHA= 0 . 02 Cl= o . ul7 CD= c.c? l L/r= O.A42 CM= 0.053 
ALPHA= z.oe~ CL= u. Ub2 CD= 0 . 020 L/r:= 3 . C51 CM=-0.001 
ALPHA= 4.30 Cl= u.~ct-4 CD= 0 . 027 L/ r.= A. <;E4 CM=-0.10 2 
ALPHA= 6.47 Cl= o. 3sl CD= o . c4o L/f.'= Q.64P. CMs-0.250 
ALPHA= 8.62 Cl = u .49& cr= 0.054 L/C= q.211 CM==-0.343 
ALPHA = l 0 .76 CL= 0.609 CD= o.ooq L/ 0 = P. . ~2~ CMz-0.445 
ALPHA=l2.87 CL= O. b99 CO= C.09C l/f= 7 .74 2 CM=-0.545 
ALPHA=14.9.2 CL= 0.737 CD= 0 .1 15 L/f = 6.414 CM•-0. 574 
ALPHA=l7.09 CL= O. CJ77 CD= 0.203 l /C= 4 • .,1(: CMz-0.61t5 
s\LPHA=l9 . 04 CL= 0 . 831:S CD= 0 .22 1 L 1r= '• 7C 7 CMs-0.568 
ALPHA=2l.04 CL= o.s.;;s CD= 0.268 l/ C= 3 . 1~1' CH.s-0. 513 
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GAP • 0. 88 STAGGER= 1 . 00 DECALAGE=- 5.00 
AL.,IiA=-6 . 45 C L =-O . J~4 CD= 0 . 0 3.? L I r. =-1 1. ':\ 7 ~j 
AL PHA=-4 . 32 CL=-v. 2o.t:: CO= 0 . 026 l/ C= - 9.<;6<; 
AL PHA=- 2 . 17 CL= - u.l4u CO= 0 . 0?.1 L /r = - t . 5 P~ 
ALPHA=-v . U2 CL= - u . ul7 c n = 0 . 020 L/ r= - C' . E7': 
AL PHA= 2.09 CL= o.J7u CD= 0 . 0 20 L/ f= 3 . It <IS 
ALPHA= 4 • .2 8 CL= 0 • .227 CD= 0 . 0?.7 L /C= R .?c~ 
AL PHA= 6 . 43 CL= 0 . 347 CD= 0 . 0~6 L ! C= q.sc;~ 
ALPHA= a . o2 C. L = Ue 4-i7 en= 0.051 L/ C= q . 1(· f: 
ALPHA=l0 . 71 Cl = v . ~"To CD= 0 . 06 8 L /C = 8 . 52(: 
ALPHA= l2 . d5 CL= u . o~ 2 CO= O. C82 L/ f= 8 . 34<; 
ALPHA=l4 . 98 CL= 1) . 786 CD= G.l .?'3 t/ r= 6 . 4 11 
ALPHA= l 7. 04 CL= O. H3<:S CD= 0 . 16 t3 L /C= 4 . oc ~ 
AL.,HA=l9.u l CL= v.til? CO= 0.217 L/r= ., -r~ • I .. 
ALPHA =~l.U2 CL= u . 819 CD= 0 . 260 L / C= ":\ • 1 c; 1 
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GAP= 0.88 STAGGtR= J . ~ 8 DEC ALAGE=-5.00 
ALPHA=-6 . 45 CL=-J . 3&4 c l)-= 0 . 031 Llr>-1 1. 65t CM= 0.203 
AL PH A=-4 . 2 8 CL=-0 . 2.27 CO= 0 . 025 l/ fJ= -9 . 067 CM= 0 .141 
ALPHA=-~ .1 3 CL=-.0 . 10:> CO= o. ozo l/ t:= - 5 . 2S 1 CM= 0 . 081 
ALPHA=-.0 . 02 CL= - 0 . 0 17 CO= u . ul8 L/ r.= - 0 . <;'5C CH= 0.050 
ALPHA= 2 . 15 CL= O. l 2J CD= 0 . 021 l/C= 5 . 74? CM=- 0.041 
ALPHA = 4 • . ~2 CL= 0 . 175 CD= 0.024 L/C= 7 . 1'• 7 CM=--0.079 
ALPHA = 6 . 41 CL= 0 . 330 CO= 0.036 l./ r.= Q . C~l CM=-0.190 
ALPHA= 8 . 62 CL= u . <t97 CD= 0 . 049 l/ 0= lO. C7C CM=-0.348 
ALPHA=l O. 73 CL= o. ~d4 CO= 0 . 068 L /I";= P. . 62P. CM=-0.372 
ALPHA = l~ . ijo CL= 0 . 69u CO= 0 . 082 L/ r.= 8 . 3<;7 CM=-0.492 
ALPHA= l4 . 9 l CL= 0 . 734 CD= 0.099 l/ C= 7 . 414 CM-=-0. 5 47 
ALPHA= l7 . u5 LL= O. lj44 CD= 0 . 1 59 L/C= 5 . 3:: 1 CM=-0.584 
ALPHA= l9.09 CL= 0 . 880 CO= 0 . 24.2 L/ C= 3 . f.:"?.<; CM=-0. 5 19 
ALPHA=2 l . 02 CL= O. d20 CD-= 0. 2 6 2 L/D= 3 . 124 CH=-0.425 
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GAP= 0.88 STA&GER~ 1.13 DECALAGE=-6 . 00 
ALPH A-=-6 . 4 7 CL= - 0 • .3d 2 CO= 0 . 0 4? L/ r= - 9 . 11 '5 CM= 0. 2&9 
ALPHA =- 4 . 39 CL= - J • . H~ CC= 1J . UL'ti, L. I C =- 1 ] • 1 '? f:l CM= 0 . 2 ~ 2 
AL PHA=- 2 . 24 CL= - J .l 'J3 (I)= 0 . 023 l /r.= -8 . 4P.~ CM= 0.183 
AL PHA=-U . 08 CL=-u. ut> l CO= 0 . 0 19 l/ C-= -~ . 177 CM= o. 10 2 
AlPHA= 2 .08 CL= u . UOL Cl:"= 0 . 020 L /r.= ~ . 1 1 7 CM= 0.017 
ALPHA = 4 . 22 CL= o . 1 75 CD= 0 . 025 L /C= 1. o:t CM=- 0.06 7 
At.PHA = o . 39 CL= u . .. H2 CC= 0 .033 L/C= 9 . 5 1 5 CM =-0.192 
ALPHA = ~ . 53 CL= .).429 CO= 0 . 044 L/ C= 9 . 7~ ] CM =- 0. 2 92 
AL PHA = l O. 70 (. L;;;. lJ. !>6 7 CD= 0 . 063 l/ C= 9 . 0~!: CM=-0.403 
ALPH A= 1 2 . 83 CL= Ue 665 CO= o . o7A L /r.= 8 . 57C CM=-0.515 
Al PHA= l4 . 9 7 C L== v . 18?> (0= 0 . 1 08 L /r.= 7 . 2£:? CM=-0 . 59 7 
AL P HA= l 7 . 05 CL= v . B4St CO= O.l 4f? Llr= 5 . 717 CM=-0.631 
AL ~HA= l 9 . 0 7 CL= l) . db 2 CO= 0 . 231 Ltr= 3 . 7~t CM =-0. 566 
ALPHA =2t.02 Ol = o.ts l 9 CD= 0 . 2 61 l/ C= 3 . 14:? CM=- 0.486 
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GAP: 0.88 STA~ GfR; l . J O OEC ALAGE=-6.00 
A LPH A = -6 . 4~ CL=-U . 3'10 c ()= 0 .0 3 7 L/ r=- lO . f-?c; CM= 0.251 
ALPHA =- 4 . 3!:> CL= - J . 2 7 '1 CO= 0.0 25 l lf> -11 . ;q l CH= 0 . 229 
ALPHA =-2 . 2 0 CL= - u . l:)d CO= 0 . 0 22 l l r. = -7 . C?7 CH= 0.150 
AL PHA=- u . 0 9 CL=-J.vlv CD= O. Cl9 t/ r.= -~ . 6 '2 t CH= o. 079 
ALPHA= 2 . 0~ C L= v • J -t 't CO= 0 . 019 t/ r= ? • 3 ) ( CM= 0.00 4 
ALPHA = 4 . 31.) CL= 0 . 2~ '1- CD= 0 . 0 2 7 l/f. = P . 9 E ~ CM=-0. 091 
•\LPH A= o . 43 CL= v . 3 '• 7 CC= 0 .0 "3 4 L/ C= 10 . 1::7 CM=-0.193 
ALPHA = a . ~s CL= U. 44 6 c 1): 0.04 3 L/ r= ]0.~1. <; CM=-0 . 30 1 
ALPHA = l O. o8 CL= 0 . 5~0 CD= 0 . 06? L/ r = P. . 7 C~ CM= - 0.371 
ALPH A= l 2 . B~ L L == o . od 2 c 0= 0 .0 13'? L/ C= R. 2? t CM=- 0. 46 7 
ALPHA = l 4 . 93 CL= o. 7:>1 CO= C . l C4 l/ f.= 7 . lfP CM=- 0.558 
ALPHA= l7 . 0 3 CL= 0 . 'd2 7 C D= 0 .1 54 L / C = 5 . 37~ CM=-0. 56 1 
AL PHA = 19 .04 CL= O.d.:.iJ CD= 0 . 20 4 L/ r= 4 .l ? f CM=-0. 544 
ALPHA =2 l . UJ CL= U. tU 2 CD= 0.2 ~8 L/ C= ? . 22~ C<"-1= -0. 45 8 
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GAP= 0.88 STAGGEK= u.dS DECALAGE=-6.00 
ALPHA=-t>.4j CL=-u. 3u4 CD= 0 . 039 L I r:= -'J. 3 4(' 
ALPHA=-4 . 35 t.L;::-J.279 (f);:: o.o2R I If= -9.Pl? 
ALPHA=-.2. 22 CL;::-0.17':> ( f)= 0 . 023 L/f> = -7.7CC 
ALPtiA;::-0.04 CL=-u .03:> ([);:: 0.021 l/ f= -1.6P.2 
ALPHA= L.l3 (. L;:: J.lJ~ CO= 0.023 Llr.= 4. f: c:: ? 
ALPHA = 4 . 24 CL= 0.1~2 CD= 0.026 l I C= 7. :3 f. 
ALPHA= 6.37 CL= 0. 2-1:> CD= 0 . 032 L/r= q . 1 2 4 
ALPHA= ~ . 57 CL= u. 4u5 CD= 0 . 04f, l If">= 10. 0 ?7 
ALPHA = lU.b7 CL= o. !:14£: CD= 0.062 l I r. = R.7C4 
ALPHA=l2.8l C.L= v.o-:.9 CD-= 0 . 01:10 l/[= R.14E 
ALPHA=l4.92 CL= o. 741 CD= 0 . 094 L/r = 7.9C2 
ALPHA= l7. 0l CL= 0 . 810 CC= G. 144 l / C= 5 . (; 1 f 
ALPHA=l9.0o CL= u.8 5 .i CC= 0 . 193 L /C= 4.4](' 
ALPHA=21.0l Cl= u.B lo CD= 0.251 L/r.= 3 . 2~( 
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GAP= 0. 88 S TAGGeR= l. L3 OECALAGE= - 7 . 00 
ALPHA;:.-b . ~~ CL=-0 . 3oo CO= 0.0?8 L I r. ·= -6.?~(: CM= 0.239 
ALPHA=-4 . 3 7 L. L=-0 . 2'i7 CO= 0.0 2 8 L/r=-1 0 . 47~ CM= o. 290 
ALPHA=- 2 . 2::> CL=-0 . ~01 CD= c . cz4 L!r> - ~.4:7 CM= 0 . 237 
ALPHA =-0. 13 C L=-0 . 10 ~ en= n . c1q L/r= - s.t::2 CM= 0 .18 3 
ALPHA= 2. . 01 CL= 0 . 00Y CO= 0.()18 L If> 0 . S?? CM= 0 .086 
ALPHA= 4.~3 CL= 0 . lS~ CO= 0.024 L/ 1;= 7 . 657 CM=-0 . 05b 
ALPHA-= o . 34 CL= u . 2 7o en= 0.031 1./C= q . 047 CM:z- 0 .1 2 1 
ALPHA= t3 . ~2 C L= O. 42U en= 0 . 042 L/f:= 9 . C?c; CM=-0 . 2b4 
ALPHA=lO.b7 CL= 0 . :::>~2 CO= 0 . 061 l/ C= R.P.11 CM= - 0 . 354 
ALPHA=l2 . 79 CL= O.o4U CD= o .G7 3 ll [= 8.717 CM=-0 . 445 
ALPHA-=14 . 93 CL= 0.75v CO= o.o9e l/ C= 7.t.2( CM=- 0 . 588 
: 
ALPHA=lo.99 CL= 0 . b0l CD= 0 . 1 ?-. 7 L/[ = 5 . F.57 CM=- 0.6 1 2 
ALPHA=l9.u0 CL= u. 80 7 CD= O.lqO l I C = 4. 2 1t[ CM=-0.566 
ALPHA=Z l.O l CL= 0 . 810 CO= 0 . 2'2 L/r= 3.4f'E CM=- 0 . 53 6 
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GAP = 0.88 S fAGGtR= l. JO DECALAGE= -7 . 00 
AL PHA=-b . 43 ~ l =-J . 3-t 7 c /) : 0 . 042 l / 0= -P . )Ct 
AL PHA=-.:..- . 32 Cl= - 0 . 2oL CO = o. c?1 l/C = -9 . 6~1 
Al PH A=-2 . 20 CL=-v . l:> U c 8 = 0 . 0 23 L/r = - c . 'll7 
AL PH A=-U • 04 lL= - u . uJ:., c r. = 0 . 0 20 L/ C= -l . 74S 
.\LPHA= 2 . 1 1 CL= U . JiH{ c f) = o . c?.2 l I G= 4 . 074 
ALI>IIA= 4 . 2 o CL= u.·zl u ( f)= O. C? 7 l / C-= 7 . F. 2 7 
ALPHA= 6 . 4 1 CL= u . 33J CQ= 0 . 0 3 6 l / 0= 0 . ?.47 
Al.:PHA= b . ~8 CL= o . !to~ c f)= o . C49 L/r.= 9 . 55( 
ALPHA=l0 . 6"1 CL= 0 . ~') <.j CO= 0 . 064 L/ C= B . 7 1 4 
ALPHA=12 . 7d CL= 0 . 632 CD= c . C76 l/ C= R . ::! c2 
ALPHA= l 4 . 92 CL·= 0 . 7!tl CD= o. c97 l/ C= 7 . 66C 
ALPHA =l7 . 02 CL= 0 . ol':1 CD = 0 .1 49 l/ r: = 5 . 477 
ALPHA= l 9 . vJ CL= 0 . 80(S CD= 0.19 :? L/ C= '~ . 17~ 
Al t> HA -=2 0 . 98 CL= 0 . 79u CD= (: . 233 l/C= 3 . 3<;C 
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GAP= 0.88 STAGGER: J.38 DECALAGE:-7.00 
AL PH A=-t> • 44 CL=-J.J5o Cf\= 0 . 0'•0 ttr= 
-
0
. 0CI Ct•1= 0.241 
~LPHA:-4. 31.J CL=-0 • . :H .. CC= O.C.?4 L/C: =-12 . 92E CM= 0.237 
J\LPHA=-~.20 C L:-u . l~u CD= 0 . 0?.3 ttr= -£:. 917 CM= 0.168 
A.L PH A : - O • 0 5 CL=-J.u4 .. CD= 0.019 L/C:= - 2 .?.74 CM= 0.115 
ALPHA= 2.07 CL= J . J53 CO= O. Cl9 L /r= 2 . 72C CM= 0.046 
ALPHA= 4.33 CL== u. 2<>2 CO= 0.0 3 0 l/ [= ~ . 6Pl CM=-0.054 
ALPHA= 6.39 CL= J . 31.2 CD= 0 .033 L /r.= 9 . 5 15 CM::-0.110 
ALPHA= 8 . ~4 CL= o ..... Jt CO= O. C44 l/ f= 9 . 8 ~4 CM=-0.216 
ALPHA=lO.t>o CL= u. :)3.,j Cl)= O. CS8 l/C = 0. 2 J 1 CM: -0.309 
ALPHA= 12.77 CL= 0. b24 CO= 0.074 L/f:= s.~sl CM=-0.393 
ALPHA=l4.<.Jl CL= u . 733 CD= 0 . 096 L/C= 7 . 672 CM=-0.504 
ALPHA=l7.02 CL= o.oz .. CD= 0.1 39 L/r.= 5 . Cll2 01=-o. sst 
ALPHA=l9.00 CL= J . 9Jo ( I)= 0.187 L/[= 'i•31P CM=-0. 504 
ALPHA=21.00 CL= u.duo CO= C. 240 L/ r= 3 . ~'57 CM=-0.426 
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GAP= 1. 00 S TALGE~2 1. 13 DECALAG E=-5 . 00 
Al PHA=- o .~ l CL=-u . 329 CD~ 0 . 032 l/C=-lO . ~ ? t 
AL PHA=-4 • 29 CL=-0 . 23o en= 0.024 l/0= -G . ?C:t 
ALPHA=-l.l7 CL= - v.l•J en-= o.ct9 Ltr= -7 . ~cc; 
ALPHA=-0 . 04 CL=-J . u3~ en= o.oto l/C= -3 . '57<; 
AL PHA= 2 . 17 CL= u.l4u CO-= 0 . 020 l I r.= 7.10~ 
ALPHA= 4.26 CL= o.21u CO= 0.024 L/r:= ~ . F!5l: 
ALPHA= o . 32 CL= o . 2uu CD= 0 . 0 26 l/C= 10 . 02'• 
AL~HA= ti.4Y CL= u. 394 CD= o. o3A l/0= 10.4<iC 
Al PHA=l0 . 65 CL= o. ~24 en= 0.051 l/r::= t0.24C 
Al. PHA=l2.76 CL= o.ol4 CD= O. C65 L/C= 9 . 4C:f3 
Al PHA=l4 . 83 CL= o . 6b9 CO= O.OA7 L /C= 7 . 671 
ALPHA=lo.88 CL= J. 711 CC= 0 . 14? l/ r.= 4.<;71 
io\LP~A=l8 . b9 CL= o. 7lo CO= 0 . 177 L/ r= 4.1)~;; 
ALPHA=Zu.88 CL= o. 71 1 CD= 0. 221 L/r.= ~ . 134 
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GAP= 1.00 STAuGEK= l.JO DECALAGE=-5.00 
ALPHA=-o.SO CL= - u.3't7 CO= 0.034 Ll r= -1 0 . ~1? 
ALPHA =-'1-. :> 4 CL=-J . Ljc. (f'l= 0.0?5 Llf= -Q. 37 1 
ALPHA=-2.2d CL= - O .l ~_j Cll= 0.020 Llr = - o . 114 
ALPHA=-0.04 CL=-O.ul7 ([~ = 0.018 llr= - r. . <lG2 
ALPHA= 2 . 2u CL= u.Odo CG= 0 . 019 ttr= 4.5'l? 
ALPHA= 4.48 CL== J.Llu CO= o.c24 t 1 r = P. . 57~ 
ALPtiA= o.au CL= u.3,.o CD·= 0 . 035 Ltr = <1 . S f f 
ALYHA= d .9 3 CL= u. 4J 3 CO= 0.043 Ll r= q.2c;~ 
ALPHA= 11. ll CL= 0.482 en= 0 .0 54 Ll r.= A. S t2 
ALPHA=l.j.Jd CL= J .~~o CC= P .C72 l I r: = A . ~ 5 ~ 
ALPHA=l 5 . 54 CL= u.oo-1 CO= 0 . ocn L 1r = b . <;? ~ 
ALI-'HA=l7.~9 CL= J. 6t.J l. CO= 0. 1 ~ 1 L I r. = s . zcl 
ALPHA=l9.o9 LL= 0. 732 CD= o .1 q1 Llr = '? .Q ? ? 
ALPHAz2l.b4 CL= J.7l\l CD= 0.2 33 L/f = 1.cc;~ 
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GAP~ 1.00 STAGGEK= J-~8 DECALAGE=-5.00 · 
AL PH A=-o • 4!> CL=-u . 3o4 CD= 0.031 l I 1">=- 1 1 • c 5 c c •'-'.:: 0.15 5 
ALPHA=-4 . 3.2 CL=-0 . 2.o2 CO= 0.02'3 L/r=-ll.5Cl CM= 0.112 
ALPHA=-2 .1 7 CL=-0 .1.,..0 CD= O.Cl<? l/f:= -7.~,..,s CM= 0.056 
ALPHA=-0.02 CL=-0.017 CD= c.cl.P. L/r= -0. S71 CM= 0.005 
ALPHA= 2.13 <.L= J. 105 CO= O.OlQ Llf> 5.51)7 CM=-0.088 
ALPHA= 4 • .23 CL= O.lrl4 CD= 0.0?.2 L/ r.= ~. l F F. CM.::-0. 13 3 
ALPHA~ 6.39 CL= u. 31.:. CO= 0.030 L/~= l0.5C7 CM=-0. 219 
ALPHA= 8.51 CL= 0.411 CO= 0.035 L/C= 11.7f.F. CM=-0.320 
ALPHA=lO. o5 CL= 0.~2:> CD= 0.057 L/['= 9.1~2 CM=-0. 366 
ALPHA=l2.713 CL= o.o32 CO= 0.073 L/ C= A.7Cf: CM=-0. 44 7 
ALPHA=l4.85 CL= O.odS CO= 0 .093 L/ C= 7.404 CM=-0.508 
ALPHA=l6.90 CL= v . 723 CO= 0.131 L /I":= 5.sc~ CM=-0.508 
ALPHA=1~.91 CL= v. 7 34 CO= o.tR9 L/ C= 3.8~<; CM=-0.435 
AlPHA=20.85 CL= l) .6db CD= 0.235 L/ C= 2. c:; u:: CM=-0.313 
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GAP = 1.00 STAGGEK= 1 . 13 DECA LAGE=-6.00 
ALPHA=-u . .. O CL=-J.:;Ll co·= o . o-:n L/r=-10.311 
A L PH A=-.._ • 2. B CL=-J.2Ll c 0= 0.023 L./r=-1t').()f1r 
ALPHA= - 2.18 CL=-J.l.._<7 CD= o . Cl9 Ltr= -A.04C 
ALPHA=-0 . 04 CL=-u . J3~ CD= C. OlB L tr= -l.Cfl~ 
~l.iJrlA= 2.15 CL= J.lL_j CO= 0.0?0 L tr= 6.\Cf 
ALIJHA= ... . :d-2 CL= J.l7:> CC= c.o22 L/1'= ~ . ('ld 
ALPHA= o • .j9 CL= 0 • . H~ CO= 0 . 032 L I r:-= Q.f-?C 
Al iJHA= !j.'Jl CL= J. 1t 1 ~ ("f)= n. o,.? t. tr = <1.P"17 
ALPHA=LU . o4 CL= Ve'.>lCJ (f)= 0. c 5 1• t 1 r= Q.tC': 
ALPHA=1~.7o CL= J.o1~ CD-= u.C6<J L/r:= A.<;l~ 
ALPHA= l 4ed7 Cl= J . 7uL CD= 0.094 Ltr= 7 . 4't1 
ALPHA=lo . 9l CL= O. 'l3C Cf1= C.l27 Ltr.= 5.1?(: 
ALPHA -= 16.91 CL= ~ . 7Jl CD= n . t77 l/~= 4.1-:tf: 
ALPHA:z20. 88 CL= 0. 709 (0: 0 . 219 l/C= 3 . 241 
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GAP: 1 . 00 STAGGEK= l .JJ DECALAGE= - 6.00 
ALPHA=-u . 40 l- l =-i.J.321 c n= 0 . 033 L/r= - c: .~ ;::: ~ 
ALPHA=- 4 . 30 CL=-v . L-t4 c r)= o.c?s L /f = -C . f-! (>C 
~LPHA=-2. . 17 CL=-u. l~J CD= 0 . 0?0 L/r= -7.1C5 
AL.,HA=-0 . 04 Cl=-J . J3:> (f)= O. O!P. L/r= -l.pcp 
AL PHA= 2 . 13 Cl= J. lu~ CD= O.O?C L/r= 5 . 2S1 
ALPHA= 4 . 26 CL= v. 2l:.i CD= 0.0?5 l 1 r = p . ;: 1 c 
ALPHA= 6.~7 CL= v • .2-1~ c f)= o . r.:'o L I [ = <; . ~-;r 
ALPtiA= de~2 CL= J . 42u (.()= 0 . 040 L/r= 1 0.4/;::: 
ALPHA=lu.~9 Ll= J . 4 74 CO= c . oso L/r= o . r.!c; 
ALPHA= l 2 .7 4 CL= J . ~9<:t CC= 0.070 L 1r = ~ . 57'• 
ALPHA= l ... o5 Cl = 0 . 68~ (0= 0 . 086 L/r= 7 . c:; 1 1 
ALPHA=lo . tid CL= 0 . 7.;7 cr.= 0.125 L/C= 'J.c52 
ALPHA=le. • 6o Ll,.= O.o-1~ CO= (- . 1~0 l I r. = ':\. c f 4 
ALPrlA=2U . sa Cl = 0. 71 1 CO= 0.226 llf>= ~ .147 
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GAPz 1.00 STAGGtK= J.i~ OECA LAGF.= - b . OO 
ALPHA=- o.41 l-L=-J. ~2.'-J CD= 0.01"3 L lt>-1 0 .1 2 1.~ CM= 0. 17 9 
~ L PHA=-4. 32 l...L=-J. 2.ot. (!)= C.C27 L/ r=- 1 1. 7C7 CM= o. 17 1 
ALPrlA=- 2 . iu C L=-J . J.~o ( f)= 0.021 L/r-= -7.'-t'?.f. CM= 0 .1 28 
ALPHA= - 0.0:> CL= - J.v~--t e n = o . ou~ t/ f'= -?.47 f. CM= o. 07 5 
ALPHA= 2 .13 CL= .) • l ·J:... CC= o . r.1s L/ C= 5 . ')r7 CM=-O . l>l 7 
ALPHA= 4 . 22 CL= \..) . l 7 '.> ( r.= ( . 021 L/f.~ p ..... 4 (' CM=- 0 . 05 7 
ALPHA= &. ;4 CL= J.27d CD= o.czo L/r= c: .(:~~ CM= - 0 .100 
ALPHA= d . 49 CL= J . 3'14 CD= c.c18 L/r= 1() . 4C( CM=-0 . 197 
ALPiiA= l U.&u CL= J . 4dL CO= 0.0':>0 L/r = u. ~r;c CM=- 0 . 27 3 
.l LPHA=12 . 1u CL= .) . :.>b~ cr.= 0 .063 L/f= H . '114 C.M=- 0. 36 7 
ALPHA=l--t . l.; CL= J. 0.)~ CC'= r. . C79 L/r= s . r r4 Ct-1=- 0.42 7 
ALI-'HA=1o.d'-f l...L= J • I J.. o:., CD= O . ll'• L If'= f:.?F.? CM=- 0 . 491 
ALPrlA=ld . 9J CL= u. 12.2. en= 0.170 l/r= 4 . ?. 4~ c~=-o.4 :J5 
ALf'F1A=2u . t:Si:S CL= v. 7 ..)':) CD-= o.zc~ L/ f'= ~ .. -.. F t, CM=-0 . 389 
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GAP= l.OO STAb GEK = 1 .13 DECA LAGE=-7.00 
~LPHA=-6 . 41 CL=-J.J Jv CD= C .0 1+0 L I r = - R. . '?f4 
AL Ptt A=- 4 . 34 C.L=-J . ·2.7u f D= o.r21 Llf:=-1 " .1 7e 
~ L PHA=-2 . ~1 C. L=-J . l-.>v cr. = O. C20 t 1 r = - ~ . ~CP 
AL ~1-1 A=-u. 0 1 CL=-J . uJ~ r.n= O. OlC) L l r:"= - O.t• 5(: 
ALPHA= 2. . u4 CL= v.vJo c: n= 0 .01 8 l.I C= 1 . c? t 
~ LPHA= ~ . ~6 CL= u . 21(. t:D= c . c?6 Llr = ~ . Ct l 
ALPtiA = o . 34 CL= 0 .27o c 0= 0 . 1'; 3 1 l I r. = 9 . 0 \4 
AL~HA= b . 49 CL= J. 3-J ~ (Q: (' . 04] t.lr = '"~ . 5 1 P 
Al~HA= l U e u3 CL::: ..J. ~Jb c. n= o . cc;3 I I r = o . ~4~ 
~l~HA=lL e7 2 t.:L= J. ::>d3 CO= c . o26 ll r::: ?? .1 !l! 
ALPHA=l4etll CL= J . b~L r.r.= o . CF.-11 L I ~' = P . C45 
A L PHA= l 6 . t3~ CL= J . 719 CD= C .ll 4 t 1 r= 6.3?2 
ALPHA=lbe '-}2 CL= J . 7~1 cr= 0 .1 87 Llr= ? • (j (- c; 
ALPHA=2u.d I CL= .J .7rJ4 r. n= ( . • 20L t 1 r = -~ . /t :- 7 
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GAP= 1.00 STA~~E~= l.J J DECALAGE=-7.00 
ALPHA::;:-6.,.2 CL=-J.J3o CD= 0. 0 3 (. L/C= - 0 •'1? 4 
ALPHA=-4.32 C.L=-O.t!-62. CC= (:.('?3 Ltr.=-11.'5rt 
~LPHA=-~.2J CL:=- i).l:>ti en= e!.Ol!) L/[=-1 ().!: "lt_ 
ALPHA=-O.uj CL=-J.lJlt4 c f)= . O.OlA t tr= -?.L.?2 
ALPtiA= · 2 .u7 Cl= o.u~3 f..D= o.c1q l I r.= ?.P:a? 
~l~HA= ..... 26 Cl= u.210 en= 0.02'5 L /f= ~.44( 
ALPHA= o.43 CL= u.3:."7 cr= 0.0,5 t/r= r..8C4 
ALPHA= t:S.~o CL= 0.4j4 CO= 0. 04'• ttr-: jn.?J': 
ALPHA=lu.o3 Cl= J. ::»J ci CO= o.osq l./C= A.67f 
ALPHA=l2.78 CL= 0. o32 CD= o.C73 L/r= R.f;l~ 
ALPHA=l4.8~ CL= u.o84 CD= c.o~3 t tr = P..lc;? 
ALPHA=lo.9l CL= a.-, J T CO= 0.124 l/f-= '>.c;(:'; 
ALtiHA=ld.d'-J CL= 0. "71 7 cr= C.lAC t/!= 
3.qc;( 
ALPH A=20. ~9 CL= o. 7 !4 CO= 0.214 l/C= 
3.34(' 
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GAP= 1.00 STAL~cK= J.JS OECALAGE=-7. 00 
A L PH A =- t. • .,. 3 C. L=-u . J '•' ('I):: o.c31, L/r=-10.l'J~ 
AlPHA ::.-4 . J l C L=-v. ~:>3 rr.= 0.07.4 L/r:=-lt1.':44 
ALPHA=-2 . 20 CL=-J.l:Jb CO= 0 .C 21 L/ C = - 7 . 4'?6 
~LPHA= v. oJ C L= .J.vuu CD= 0 . 022 1. 1 r-= o. orr. 
ALPHA= 2 . 1:> CL= J. L2 J CD= 0 . 02? L /r= ~) . (:4 ( 
ALPHA = .:. . 2tl C L = 0.221 CD= 0.027 L/ C-= R. ?C:? 
ALPH~= t.:. . 39 ;.:. L.:. J . 31.::: (f)= c . c 3 -~ L/r= ~ - '·04 
ALPttA= d . -.·.J l. l = J . 3-J~ en= r.o40 I. I [ = 9 . P.f'l1 
ALPHA=l0.e,~ CL= j . ~2.::. en-= (l. C 4C t./r= ! ~'~. 7";?(' 
ALPHA=l2 • 74 CL = J.5'-Jd en= o . ct? I Jr.= C).J£:7 
ALPHA-=14 . Bj CL = ;J . uo 7 (f)= O. OP?. L 1•:= R. 1 'i 7 
ALPHA =lo . '-Jl CL= v . D:> cr= 0. 1 1 h t 1 r = 
r_, . ~':I(; 
ALPHA= l o .'7.:S CL= .J • 7-."i (.f)= (.' . }f4 l /r= ~ • • (J(~ 





d i ame t e r = 2 inches 
l e ng th = 2 3 i nc he-s 
Fusel age 
maxi mum width = 3 1/2 i n ches 
max1mum h eight ~ 5 i nc hes 
l ength ~ 38 inches 
horizonta l stabil izer semi -span % 5 i nches 
vertica~ stabi l i ze r h eight 2 4 inc hes 
v entr a l f in l e ng th = 6 inches 
ventra l f i n chord = 2 l / 2 inches 
Monop l a n e Wi ng NACA 2 4 12 
span "" 30 inches 
c h o r d 2 6 1/2 i nches 
a s pec t r a tio = 4.62 
Bi p l a ne Wings NACA 2412 
span = 24 1 / 2 i nches 
c ho r d ~ 4 inches 
e q uivalent monoplan e aspect r a tio z 3 . 96 
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